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In this thesis, I explore what it means to be from a certain place and time, the rural
American South. Because of my religious upbringing, my life has been shaped by a
certain set of values and assumptions, and I looked at my childhood through both the lens
of my adult perspective, and the lens of my younger self. Diaries, which I kept faithfully
since I learned how to write, helped me remember what it was like to be a child who
grew up poor, religious, and countrified. When I think about the word "upbringing," I
am struck by what it reflects: a culturally embedded idea that the job of families is to
bring up, or lift up, their children. I wasn't just raised, I was raised up. It was a multi
generational effort, this raising up of the children. My Granny was as important as my
parents to me, and my aunts and uncles were like second parents, my cousins like
siblings. We were closely tied to the land, gardening and cutting firewood to heat our
homes. My life follows a narrative arc that we often see in children's literature: home,
away, home. I moved from my country home when I was thirteen, and returned as an
adult to raise my own son. This returning to the home-place is a huge part of who I am,
and in this thesis, I both celebrate my childhood, and examine what it means to be back
home as an adult. My contemplative tone is certainly influenced by the writing of Annie
Dillard, whom I admire. I also see, in the humorous parts of my thesis, the influence of
Anne Lamott, Mary Karr, and Chris Crutcher. Humor is a big part of dealing with
growing up poor; we battled our insecurity with laughter, and Lamott, Karr, and Crutcher
helped me figure out how to integrate levity into my writing. For help with the nuts and
bolts of memoir writing, Natalie Goldberg was absolutely invaluable. And I owe a debt
of gratitude to Brenda Ueland; her writing has encouraged me more than anything else.

Art saves our spirits, over and over, and when we return to our earliest selves, both
geographically and reflectively, we see clearly who we are, and have become.
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Dedicated to Mom and Dad

"Night Riders"
We were the Night Riders. By day , we were a ragtag pack of kids zooming
around the neighborhood on our beat-up, patched together, spray-painted bikes. But by
night, we ruled. We rode in tormations and made up code words to send signals to each
other about what our next move would be-a right turn, a left, slow down there's a car
coming, look out for that dog. When there was a good moon on a cloudless night, we
could see each other clearly and anticipate each other's movements. But on moonless
nights, we relied on each other's voices, out there in the country dark, no streetlamps to
guide us. We were dim shapes in the darkness, swooshing down the steep hills in tight
formation, like a flock of blind ducks.
The night air streams over my face, blowing my hair back. Goosebumps rise on
my bare arms. The cool night surrounds me. It's dark. Really dark. My beat-up bike
pokes along in the daytime, but now, I'm flying. Anything can happen. It's an early
summer evening and we are night riding the neighborhood.
"Klop!" I say, the signal for "slow down." My cousins hit the brakes and our
precise formation of bikes slows and wobbles.
"What is it?" John Isaac asks in the dark. John Isaac is six, four years younger
than me, and this is his first time out night riding with us. He's nervous.
"Shhhh," I s ay. "Listen."
"Hoo hoo-hoo cooks for you?" We hear the grumpy old hoot owl that lives in
the woods behind Uncle David and Aunt Cora's house.
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"Zack," I say, the signal for 'Turn left," and we all turn left together into the
semi-circular driveway in front of Uncle David's house. Gravel crunches beneath our
tires as we circle the driveway. In the dark, the house seems small, with only the front
porch light to brighten the yard. Only one of the downstairs lights is on, which probably
means they are going to bed soon, but we are hopeful anyway.
"They should come pl ay No Bears with us," Matt says. Matt is John Isaac's older
brother, and he's nine years old, the closest in age to me. No Bears is our favorite night
time game. Matt walks up to the front door and knocks.
The hoot owl calls again, and far away another owl answers.
"Hey guys," my brother Sean says. "Hold on-I have to go pee."
He puts down the kickstand and trots off to the woods at the edge of the yard.
Uncle David and Aunt Cora live in the Green House, which used to be the home
of Jenny-Anne, the Black nanny who took care of Granny's kids after their dad (my
Grandfather) died of cancer. Granny had six kids, ranging from my mom, Martha, who
was thirteen, to Aunt Becky, who wasn't even a year old yet when Grandfather died.
Granny was determined to keep the family together, so she hired Jenny-Anne, moved her
into the Green House just down the road, and marched into her deceased husband's
bookkeeping office. Granny took over his business, teaching herself how to be the town
bookkeeper, and she is still remembered fondly today as the woman who would do your
taxes regardless of the color of your skin.
Uncle David comes to the door and Matt says, "Can Hannah and Julia come play
No Bears with us, please?"
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"Well," Uncle David says. "I guess so, for just a little bit. It's going to be their
bed-time soon, so don't be too long."
"Yessir," Matt says. Hannah and Julia peek out from behind Uncle David,
excited to join us. We almost always play No Bears at Granny's house. It's the simplest
game: everybody stands in front of the big old chimney, hiding their eyes and counting to
a hundred, while the Bear goes off and hides somewhere. Then the pack of kids troops
out into the dark, singing, "No Bears out tonight, Grandma killed them all last night!"
When they get close to the Bear, he or she will jump out of hiding, growling fiercely, and
try to grab the nearest cousin. Whoever gets grabbed becomes the next Bear. Simple.
Spine-chilling. Fun.
We stand in front of the Green House, waiting for Sean.
John Isaac, whose name we pronounce "Jnisaac," says uneasily, "I think I should
be getting home now."
"Aw, come on Jnisaac, don't be a sissy," I say.
"All right, all right, I'm not a sissy!"
Sean wanders back up, picking his nose.
"Nose miner, nose miner!" I chant and Matt laughs.
"Shut up," says Sean.
"Just for that, you gotta ride down the hill and get Esther," I tell him. Being the
oldest of the bunch, I was bossy. It was what I was good at. Somebody had to organize
the fun, and in the absence of any other natural leader, I often took charge.
"Fine," he says. "Be that way."
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"Uh huh. See ya at Granny's," I say, shifting my weight and kicking up the
kickstand of my bike. While Sean rides down the hill to our house, the rest of us head
over to Granny's, just a quarter mile from the Green House.
By the time Sean and Esther ride up on their bikes, the game is in full swing.
Matt is off hiding somewhere and we are running in a pack through the cool summer
night, straining our ears in the darkness, listening for any telltale giggles. We hear the
whip-poor-will who lives in the woods close by: "Whip-poor-will! Whip-poor-will!"
"Here, bear! Here, boy!" Hannah calls, pretending Matt is a lost doggy.
We hear a low growl from the lilac bushes.
Shrieking, we take off at a dead run, all trying to make it back to the chimney
("base") before Matt grabs one of us. But Julia is the little red caboose of the bunch, and
Matt nabs her, roaring and pretending to bite her arm.
She screams with delight and then says, "Okay you guys, I'm bear now, so start
countin' !"
Granny comes out and sits on the front porch and watches us, chuckling to
herself. She has salt and pepper hair, glasses, a smile that puts you at ease, crinkly eyes,
and a big, soft, comfy lap. Granny wears mainly L. L. Bean skirts and shirts because they
have a life-time guarantee, and if she wears something out, she can replace it for free.
She has stocky ankles and always wears sensible tan and gray and black shoes with Dr.
Sholes insoles. I grew up thinking this is how grandmother business owners dress:
comfortably and sensibly. Granny never tried to impress anybody, and she certainly
didn't dress to attract the attention of the opposite sex. Once, when asked why she never
dated after her husband died, she said, "Why bother? I've got six kids and anybody who
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would date someone with six kids is a fool or an idiot, and I don't have time for fools and
idiots." She dressed and lived simply and with great dignity.
After we carry on for a while and work up a good sweat, Granny asks, "Who
wants some ice cream?"
"We do, we do!" we yell.
I holler, and the rest join in, "I scream, you scream, we all scream for ice cream!"
She waves us all inside and we troop in happily. The kitchen is painted a warm
light yellow color, with an old kitchen wood-stove next to the sink I take the bowls out
of the cabinet while Granny gets the big red, white, and blue tub of Neapolitan ice cream
out of the freezer.
John Isaac pipes up, "Can we please have some Hydrox cookies too?"
Granny says, "They're in the sideboard. Can you get them, honey?"
He fetches the package of cookies and we all sit down at the round wooden
kitchen table and tell Granny what kind of ice cream we want.
My brother Sean only likes vanilla. He's picky. He puts some milk in his ice
cream and stirs it like crazy until it is ice cream soup. Sean's a little particular about his
food, but we humor him because he's so skinny we're happy he's eating at all. Once, at
Bible School, he went all the way through the food line and when he came out the end, all
he had on his plate was two slices of plain bread. Nothing else looked good to him. It's a
miracle he made it into adulthood. Now Sean has filled out; he's tall and broad
shouldered, able to buck firewood all day and play cards and guitar half the night.
My sister Esther, on the other hand, will eat anything in sight. She's a chunky girl
with an attitude. Once she wrote a whole song about how much she wanted a candy bar:
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"I've got an urge (sung in a nasally voice: "a noooooiiiiiiiige")
To go and get a tandy bar!
It's so sweeeeeeeet!
So very sweeeeeeeet!
I've got a noooooooooiiiiiiiiiiiiige
To go and get a tandy bar!"
It's a priceless gem.
Now Esther is tall and slender as a willow tree, with curly dark brown hair and
golden skin. She always tans in the summer while Sean and I just burn and get more
freckles. We got the Irish blood in our family. Esther was the little Indian princess. She
looked so different when she was born that Mom joked she was the wrong baby. She's
dark and pretty, and we're fair and freckled.
If she doesn't get her way, Esther will just bug the living daylights out of you 'til
you cave. I remember a long car trip to visit Grandma and Grandpa in Kansas, when we
had a brand-new exciting device: a Walkman. There was only one Walkman and one set
of earphones and three children, so you can imagine the fun of that. It didn't take Esther
long to get impatient. She made up a little chant that we all remember to this day:
"I want the ear-a-phones!
I want the ear-a-phones!
I want the ear-a-phones!
Phones, phones, phones!"
She would wear you down to a nub.
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She grins at me as she accepts a bowl full of vanilla, chocolate, and strawberry ice
cream, with three vanilla Hydrox cookies tucked on the side. We all dig in, as Granny
serves herself the adult ice cream: Briers coffee. None of us understands this
phenomenon. Coffee is so gross. Why would you want to make ice cream out of it? It's
like making fart ice cream. Who would eat that? Grown-ups are mysterious creatures.
After we're done, we all wash our bowls and set them to dry in the ancient yellow
drying rack by the sink, and give Granny big hugs.
"Thanks, Granny!" we all chorus, and we kiss her goodnight. ·
We hop on our bikes and head for Matt and John Isaac's house, making a tour of
the neighborhood so we can see everyone home. As we ride up the road, we look over
our shoulders and see behind us the lights of Granny's house on the left. In the dark, her
house shines like a lighthouse beacon. Huge and rambling, two houses joined together,
Granny's house is bright solid comfort.
We pump our legs to get us up the smooth long hill that rises past Granny's
driveway. Off to our left, the cows in the cow pasture stand around in the dark. They
will eat all the pears that fall down from the old pear trees, and when it frosts in the fall,
we will sneak past the bull to gather the translucent, sweet persimmons. We don't care
much about the pears. They are hard as rocks and we can't be bothered to wait for them
to ripen. The persimmons, however, are a cold sweet fall treat, and we will wade through
the tall weeds to get to them.
Everything is so much louder in the dark, so when you hear the slightest sound, it
scares you half to death. We speed through the night,jumping at each rustle in the woods
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that stretches out to our right. The old oaks stand guard over all the wild things that grow
in the old-growth forest. Our land is protected, safe.
We have spectacular bike crashes in the daytime, when we're careless and
goofing around, pulling stunts and playing tricks on each other. Sometimes a dog, caught
up in our excitement, will jump into the melee and cause a card-house collapse of bikes
and limbs. Yelping frantically, scrambling out of the ruckus, it'll tuck tail and dash off.
But now, in the dark, the rush of adrenaline propels us up the road. We are dressed all in
black. Straining our eyes to see each other, hyper aware of every sound. No bike
accidents at night-we're too careful, too excited to slip up. We fly up the road,
occasionally calling out to each other.
As we crest the hill, I call, "Zack!" and we turn left onto Honeytree Road. Our
bike tires skid onto the dirt road as we leave the smooth gray pavement of Scott's
Crossroads, our main neighborhood road. Now we can hear each other much better. I
lead the bike pack and divide the night. My cousins and brother follow in my wake.
We ride past harvested com fields, the com stalk stumps standing mute in the fall
night. All this land belongs to Granny, and she leases it out to Calvin Honeycutt, the
farmer who lives just up the road. He plants corn and soybeans and hay, and keeps cows
in the old pastures. Once, long ago, all the land along Scott's Crossroads belonged to our
family, the Boswells. But during the Great Depression, when dishonest and desperate
people were burning down their out-buildings to collect insurance money, our honest
ancestors sold away all but 250 acres of land. This land remains to us, with four houses:
Granny's house (also known as Boswell Hill), the Green House, Uncle Tommy and Aunt
Sandra's house, and Rocky Mill, where my family lives.
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"Toll!" I yell, the code for'"Tum right," and we pull into Uncle Tommy's
driveway. Matt and John Isaac have arrived at home. Joseph waits inside, the littlest
brother, only three. He still rides a tricycle. It'll be a while before he can go night riding
with us.
"G'night, y'all!" John Isaac hollers. I can hear the relief in his voice. He's glad
to be home.
"G'night!" I call back.
"Later, tater!" Matt yells.
"See ya soon, big baboon!" Sean calls.
The Boswell house is cozy, with its long, well-lit blue-planked front porch, and its
side-door that we all use instead of the front porch door, because the side-door just feels
more homey.
Turning, Sean, Esther, Hannah, Julia, and I head back out onto the dirt road and
ride toward home. The moon is rising in the east, behind us.
I glance over my shoulder and say, "Guys, look at the moon!" It's huge and
orange, a nearly full June moon.
"Wow," someone says in the dark. "Cool."
We ride back past Granny's house to the Green House and pull into the circul ar
driveway.
Hannah and Julia call, "Night!" They park their bikes by the front porch, and run
inside.
By the time we're home, the moon is completely up, shining its golden light on
us. We pull into our gravel driveway, and the moon shines down on our huge old farm
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house. Rocky Mill was built in the late 1700s by our ancestors. They lie in unmarked
graves around the perimeter of the property. I like to think about all those bones around
us. It's spooky. We carry our bikes up the front porch steps and leave them on the slate
rock porch, and head into the warm, bright house.
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"Home"
I just finished a bowl of creamed vegetable and chunked ham soup (comfort food
on a chilly October night), and a cricket chirps from the pile of camping gear on the floor
of the Big Room. I look over from my sewing-table-turned-desk, and while I can't see
the noisy visitor, I know she's close by. Maybe she's in the open fireplace by now,
crouching in a dark corner, waiting to sing her autumn song again. I haven't used that
fireplace since moving home twelve years ago; the flue caved in after we moved away
when I was a child, and it would require ripping apart the whole chimney to rebrick it.
The flue for the upstairs fireplace in my bedroom is clear, and I have lit fires on
unbearably cold winter nights, when the warmth from the living room wood stove came
nowhere near heating the rest of the house. My son, Abner, has the room directly above
the wood stove, so he stays warm all the time. His is the warmest room in the house.
Our room is down the hall, on the cold side of the house, and I usually spend as little time
as possible up there; I run from the warm bathroom across the freezing floor and hop
quickly into bed, burrowing under my feather comforter and layers of quilts. Volker, my
husband and Abner's step-dad, made fun of me yesterday for the number of blankets on
our bed.
"In Germany, we have one comforter for the winter and that's it. In the summer,
we take out the feather liner and the outer part is the summer cover. What's up with you
Americans and your piles of blankets?" he asked.
He struggled to straighten his half of the bed, and as I made my side of the bed, I
said, "Well maybe in Germany you grew up with proper heat, but I didn't. This old
house isn't insulated and that little wood stove doesn't do jack when it's really cold out. I
remember many mornings we had frost on the inside of the window panes. Even Abner
11

remembers that-we've only had the new stove for two winters now. So you'd better
believe we pile up the blankets!"
The cricket is chirping under the Art Desk now. It sounds like she's behind the
big roll of newsprint that we draw on. Her song lifts me out of my thoughts, returns me
to the present like the bells that Buddhists ring. The bell sounds and the wandering busy
mind is gently brought back to the present moment, the in-draw of breath through the
nostrils, the curve upwards of the lips in a quiet smile, the release of the breath in a slow,
steady stream. Monkey mind is silenced. Smiling, breathing mind returns. Breathing in:
calm. Breathing out: smile.
What little I know about my home, Rocky Mill, comes from a small booklet
compiled by Cleon Crymes, a distant cousin of mine who owned Rocky Mill before my
Mom's cousin Steve Leach bought it, who then sold it to Uncle Herbie, who sold it to us.
Cleon is no longer living, but his book gives me a glimpse into the past of this house and
its former owners. He included four black-and-white photos of Rocky Mill.
He took the first photo before he began restoring the house in 1954; the yard is
overgrown, and the two-story house is unpainted and stark. In the second outdoor photo,
taken in 1957, the house is painted white and there are black shutters and curtains in the
windows. An east-facing window has been enlarged from a small, narrow window, and
now it is a large picture window with twenty panes of glass so old they are wavy. Cleon
added an expansive front porch with wrought-iron railing all around, slate floor, and
steps. He also added a slate patio off the kitchen door, with wrought-iron railing around
that as well. Embedded in the big, main brick chimney, which faces the patio, is a large
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rectangle ofamber-colored marble, and a matching piece of marble forms the top step
leading from the yard up to the patio.
The cricket is now sounding forth from beneath the computer desk. She seems to
be making the rounds. Soon she'll be back to the fireplace again. She's making a
clockwise circle around the room, periodically trying out the acoustics from different
spots. Breathe. Calm. Breathe. Smile.
The indoor photos reveal the extent to which the house had been neglected before
Cleon undertook to restore it. In the first photo, a blackened and decayed fireplace is
surrounded by rubble, and the plaster is crumbling away from the bricks. An old, worn
broom rests against the wall beside the fireplace, which is in the living room. In the
second photo, the same fireplace has been restored and painted, with a new mantel-piece
that we still use today. The previously dark walls have been painted white and paintings
hang on the walls, and one big painting of two hunting dogs rests on the mantel over the
fireplace. The caption under the second photo reads, "Room now used as dining room
since renovation in 1957." We still use this room as both a living room and dining room,
since the adjoining kitchen is too small to comfortably hold our antique wooden dining
table and chairs.
Cleon's book has a few interesting bits in it about our ancestors. In the 1800s,
Thomas Crymes married a woman named Mary: "She is still spoken of in Lunenburg
County as 'Old Aunt Mary Crymes.' She was known as the lady who lived over a
hundred years and in her old age cut new teeth, her gray hair turned black and her
eyesight came back so she could read without glasses. Her husband was a Baptist
preacher, pastor ofTussekiah Church when the church was a log house." One of her
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sons, Leonard, was also a real piece of work: "Leonard Crymes was said to be the largest
man that ever lived in Lunenburg County. The scales they had only weighed up to 360
pounds. It was believed he weighed 40 pounds more, which would be 400 pounds. He
ruined two horses riding them. After that he traveled in a gig [a two-wheeled one-horse
carriage] (something like an old-fashioned jumper). When his brother, John William,
died in South Carolina he drove his gig there. He sold out all of the estate consisting of
many negroes, plantations, etc. He saved one negro, a horse and saddle to help him bring
the money back to Virginia. (It was all in gold and silver.) He used the Negro, (old
Henry), as his valet after their return. He was not a Christian. He lived to an old age and
his last words were: 'By God, boys, I believe I'm gone."'
That persistent cricket is under the futon now. I can sleep through a hurricane
(and I have, from what I understand from hearing stories from my childhood), but not
everyone has the same desperation for sleep that I do.
Cleon erected a gravestone in the north-east comer of the yard in memory of the
former owners of Rocky Mill. The owners listed on the stone are:
Perkinson

Prior to 1798

Boswell

1798-1860

Phillips

1860-1891

Griffin

1891-1894

Gregory

1894-1954

Crymes

1954-

The epitaph on the stone reads:
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"To the Glory of God and in memory of the families listed, former owners of
Rocky Mill, who lie, with their descendents, in unmarked graves, a stone was erected by
Cleon 0. Crymes, owner, in 1954 in the family cemetery on the grounds. They [the
former owners] were all related to the present owner."
The final page of Cleon's sh01i book is a poem with a small drawing of a spinning
wheel between the title and the poem:
A Labor of Love

I chanced one day on an old, old house,
Run down, dejected and spurned;
About it was ·a most desolate air,
And no fire on its hearthstone burned.

Its paint had all peeled, its doorways sagged,
Dirt clouded its window panes;
Its shingles, loosened by weather and wind,
No longer shedded the rains.

No joyous voices rang through its halls
No footsteps disturbed the dust.
And its great empty rooms cried out to me
To reclaim it from mould and rust.
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So I made it mine, this old, old house
That many, long dead, once held dear.
I gave it my heart and with days of toil,
Hidden beauties began to appear.

I've painted it white and patched the roof,
Its doorway stands proud once more;
I've shined the brass so it gleams like the sun,
And carpets I've spread on the floor.

I've gathered logs for the winter nights
When earth is no longer green;
The rooms I have filled with treasures I found
While wand'ring in search of a dream.

My dream at last, is this old, old house,
From its shelter I never shall roam;
The latch hangs out, that love may come in
And make of my house a home.
(Written especially for Rocky Mill by Nellie Luchenburg)

Since I returned home to reclaim Rocky Mill from the neglect of a decade of
renters, I am the caretaker for this ancestral home, but it doesn't truly belong to me. It
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belongs to my whole family, and to all the people whose bones lie under the spreading
periwinkle. I'm just one person passing through its walls, and the feeling I have about
this home is more than nostalgia. I feel proud to be here now, to care for the house, to
prune the roses and plant zinnias around the old hand-dug well-house. I also feel a pang
when I think about having to move away to continue my education. I'm almost done
with one Master's degree, and after I finish the other Master's degree two summers from
now, I will need to move away to pursue my PhD. While the thought of achieving my
goals excites me, I also feel sad about having to leave this lovely old home again. So
much of my life has happened inside these walls.
The cricket's call is quieter now. She isn't in this room anymore. I look around
at the old Big Room, the only room in this house with the original horse-hair plaster. The
walls are white and uneven, and the ceiling has thick exposed beams. From here, I can't
tell where the cricket is-maybe the front hall? The living room? The steps going
upstairs? She reminds me to breathe. Breathe. Breathe.
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"Rescue"
When I was in first grade, we got a floppy-eared, curly-haired Springer Spaniel
puppy. We named her Freckles. She had big brown eyes and a stumpy tail that wagged
like mad whenever she saw us. Her good doggy smell made me happy. She was a real
country dog-she stayed outside year-round. I remember on the coldest nights, Mom
would let her into the house and she would stay in the basement. She didn't like this
much, and she woke us up early in the morning, howling to get out into the cold darkness.
In the spring-time, Freckles brought us baby rabbits, carrying them gingerly in her
mouth. She didn't hurt them, but they usually died of fright within a day or two. I kept
them in shoeboxes lined with soft rags and fed them warm milk from an eye-dropper.
One survived three days, and I remember holding it while watching The Ten
Commandments on Easter weekend. When I think of Charleston Heston, I think of that
tiny, terrified bunny. I was so hopeful it would make it, since it had lived longer than any
of the other ones. But it died in the night. The next day, Dad and I walked up the road
with the dead bunny in its shoebox coffin and we buried it in the growing pet graveyard.
I don't remember what Dad said over its stiff, dead body as he lowered it into the red
clay, but I imagine it was something along the lines of "Ashes to ashes" and "We are
blessed to have a better hope of eternal life." Dad patiently helped me bury many baby
rabbits.
Now I am a rescuer of abandoned

animals.

People have dropped several litters of

puppies at my house over the years, and I am too soft-hearted to turn them away. We
found good homes for some of them and kept all the rest, mostly beagles and huskies.
Now I am down to three dogs: Lobo, my big old husky, Mongrel, my small older beagle,
and

Pumpkin, my young, energetic husky. Pumpkin's mom, Honeybun, is the only
18

abandoned dog I ever got from a person who showed his face (everyone else dropped off
the dogs when I wasn't home). Two falls ago, a neighbor up the road brought a starving,
mangy husky puppy (all ears and huge feet, forlorn and awkward) to my house late at
night on a rainy Tuesday night and said, "Somebody dropped this off in my yard and I
aim to drown it in the river if you don't want it. I can't have it giving the mange to my
dogs." My house is the last stop before the river. Of course I had to take the poor puppy,
and after a couple trips to the vet, and a lot of mange medication, she grew back her fur
and gained some weight. I named her Honeybun because she was such a sweet, grateful
dog. I've never had a dog so thankful for a good home. She had one puppy, Pumpkin,
who was as round and fat as a loaf of bread, and then Honeybun disappeared when
Pumpkin was only a year old. I have lost many dogs over the years during hunting
season. They just don't come home. All my dogs have collars with my name and
number on them, and they all have their shots and are registered with the county, so all I
can figure is that they were mistaken for a deer and shot accidentally. At any rate, Lobo,
Mongrel, and Pumpkin made it through this last hunting season, for which I am grateful.
My cousin Martha Joy, who is Uncle David and Aunt Cora's youngest daughter
(she wasn't born until they moved up to Lancaster, Pennsylvania), is studying to be a
veterinarian. She has the rescuing genes too, and she's making a career out of saving
animals. Every month, we get a box full of free canned dog food from Martha Joy, a
luxury I can't afford. The dry food alone for all my dogs and cats costs me quite a bit,
and canned food is a special treat. Martha Joy may not have grown up in this
neighborhood, but she contributes to it monthly with her generous shipments of food.
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The impulse to rescue things stretches way back into my childhood. Perhaps it
was part and parcel of being the oldest of a bunch of wild youngins, or maybe it's just
part of my personality. I felt responsible for things, for people. My Mama tells the story
of how Dad and Uncle David were burning some brush in the pasture in front of
Granny's house when I was just four or five years old, and I must have thought they were
letting the flames get too close to the forest, because I came flying up the lane, hollering,
"Mama! Mama! Daddy's gone clean crazy!" Mama says she doesn't know where I got
that expression, "clean crazy." I guess I heard my Granny say it, and it stuck, like so
many of her sayings did. We rescue each other with our words, and we rescue ourselves,
over and over. Granny would say, as you turned to walk away, "Joy go with you, and
leave peace behind."
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"Eraser"
I trudge up the hill toward the bus stop. I have only been in first grade a month
and already I find it dull. If only the hill would keep on going, and not bring me to the
bus-stop. I would give anything to skip school. A gnat flies into my face and I shoo it
away grumpily. Grump grump grump, I stomp along. Tar bubbles pop under my sturdy
brown Mary Janes. This is interesting at least. I loiter, popping shiny tar bubbles in the
old country road with the toe of my shoe. Vaguely, I know this could mean trouble later,
when Mama sees the blackened tip of my shoe, but right now, I don't care. Pop, pop,
pop. I smile and meander along, dreaming about Halloween. What will I be this year?
Halloween is my favorite holiday. Christmas is nice, but Halloween is spooky and you
get to dress up in scary costumes and frighten people into giving you candy! It seems
like some kind of delicious dream every time Halloween comes around, and as soon as
it's done, it seems it will be an eternity before it comes around again. Maybe this year I
will be a sorceress, like the evil Malificent. She's so cool.
Last year, I dressed up as Cruella DeVille from JOI Dalmatians.
One thing I'll never understand is a Princess Halloween costume. That's not
spooky. Halloween is supposed to be the scariest time of year, so why would you dress
up as a dumb princess? All the Country Club girls at my school are princesses and they
can all kiss my grits because I'm Cruella DeVille. They had better watch their puppies!
I'll turn them into fur coats! I'm wearing a nifty fake fur coat that I found in the attic. It
smells like mothballs but I don't care. It's spooky and cool. I have on lots of make-up
and I'm dripping with costume jewelry. The best part is Mama bought me some spray-on
hair color, so my hair is half black and half white, like the real Cruella. I look scary.
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Matt just looks funny: he's a Smurf. He has on a blue turtle-neck and white tights
and Aunt Sandra sewed a little blue fluffy tail onto his rear end. It's hilarious. We're
gonna tease him about this 'til the cows come home. John Isaac is pretty funny too: he's
Johnny Appleseed and his costume consists of a saucepan on his head and a little sack of
"apple seeds" that he throws everywhere (it's really candy com). Joseph, a little hobo,
keeps tugging on his sleeve and asking for more "apple seeds." Sean is a ghost, and his
sheet keeps sliding so he can't see out of the eyeholes. Esther is a Prissy Lady with a
doily on her head and a silver tray with cookies in her hand.
We're all gathered in the Big Room, sitting in a circle on the floor, and Dad is
sitting on the piano stool. He's wearing one of his black Clean Sweep Chimney Sweep
shirts and a pair ofjeans, and he's telling us about the scary people who live across the
Meherrin River, in Lunenburg County.
"You've got to watch out for those Lunenburg folks. They're not quite right.
You know how we have our big backyard stew every fall?"
We nod, eyes big.
"Well they have one too. But their stew isn't like ours. What do we put in our
stew?"
Joseph says, "Chickens."
"Squirrels," Matt says. He has taken up hunting and he is proud of his
contributions to the stew.
"Rabbits," John Isaac adds. He hunts now too, and doesn't want to be outdone by
Matt.
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"Right," Dad says. "Normal folks use chicken and squirrels and rabbits. But
these aren't normal folks. Oh no. They are so in-bred--"
"What's in-bred?" Esther interrupts.
"Ssshhhhhh," Sean says. "Just listen!"
"It's okay," Dad says. "In-bred is when family members marry each other--"
"Eeeeewwwwww!" we all yell.
"-and the kids are a few forks short of a full picnic," he finishes. "Anyway,
they're so in-bred, they don't put regular stuff in their stew."
"So . . . what do they put in it?" John Isaac asks.
"Well, you see, nobody knows for sure, but they come into town the day after
Halloween and they have these quarts of stew for sale and it always tastes mighty good,
so they say. You can hear them on a Halloween night [dramatic pause] like tonight, and
they are hollering, 'Stew tomorrow!"' Dad smiles evilly.
He adds, "Whatever it is that they put in the stew, it's mighty big, like [another
pause] aperson."

Esther shrieks. "What?!"
"How do you know?" Sean asks, eyes like saucers..
"Because they have to use a chainsaw to cut them up," Dad says, smiling d arkly.
At that moment, we hear a chainsaw rev up right outside the Big Room window.
Leaping up like our pants are on fire, we dash out of the Big Room screaming, run down
the long hall to the living room, and crowd into the kitchen, where Granny, sweet
Granny, is stirring hot chocolate on the stove.
"Granny! Save us!" we scream, clutching her dress and squeezing close.
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Uncle Tommy comes into the kitchen with the chainsaw, now off, laughing and
shaking his head. Dad is laughing too, and yelling, "Stew tomorrow! Stew tomorrow!"
We are disgusted at ourselves for falling for it, and we tackle Dad and pummel
him for scaring us so bad. Whenever we want to give each other goose-bumps, all we
have to do is whisper, "Stew tomorrow!"

Yikes! The bus is pulling up to the top of the hill and I am still popping tar
bubbles. I dash up the hill, trying not to drop my book bag and lunch box in my headlong
sprint. Miss Mary Lee, the patient, long-suffering bus-driver, waits for me as I jump up
the steps, breathing hard and sweating.
I smile and say, "Sorry, Miss Mary Lee."
Miss Mary Lee smiles back and says, "Try not to be late, Beth." Miss Mary Lee
is always nice to me. Because I'm a country girl, I get to talk the longest. Once the bus
gets to town, the children aren't allowed to talk anymore. Miss Mary Lee says it's
because she has to concentrate on traffic, and she can't tolerate the noise, but I wonder if
this is the reason, or if Miss Mary Lee just doesn't want folks thinking she has a bunch of
wild kids. We can be as wild and noisy as we want in the country, but once we get into
town, we have to be silent as church mice.
In the first class, Reading, I carefully pronounce all my words correctly: "pine,
pile, pike, pick, pack, peck ... " Mrs. Price, the first grade teacher who has been there so
long she taught my Mama, smiles her ancient smile and my heart swells. This is the only
good thing about school: if you're good, the teachers love you. If you're bad, like Jim,
that sandy-headed, freckled rascal, you have to put your head down on your desk and
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have a time out. Nobody wants to do that. Time out is for the kindergarten sissies. Jim
gets lots of time outs for picking his nose, and for shooting spitballs at the back of
Laura's head, who is unfortunate enough to sit in front of him. I'm glad I sit on the other
side of the room, well out of reach of Jim's mischief.
Mrs. Price, a large Black woman who smells like talcum powder and wears dark
burgundy lipstick, hands back the tests from the previous class, and I frown. I spelled a
word wrong, and usually I get every one right: "peap." Glancing over at my neighbor
Mike's paper, I see that it should've been "peep." Carefully, tongue between my teeth, I
erase the "a" and begin writing in an "e." Just as I am finishing my correction, Mrs. Price
looms over me.
Snatching up my test, Mrs. Price thunders, "What do you think you're doing,
young lady?"
Terrified, I looked up at her and stutter, "I...1.. ..1.. .. "
Mrs. Price assumes I meant to cheat by erasing the wrong answer and making it
look as ifl had put the right one in the first place. I never dreamed of cheating, and I'm
flustered and bewildered by this turn of events (for I was simply noting where I had gone
wrong and trying to arrive at the right answer). In a dramatic show of righteous
indignation, Mrs. Price towers over my desk, grabs up my fat first-grade pencil, and
yanks out the eraser.
"There," Mrs. Price says, triumphantly, "you won't be able to cheat anymore. No
eraser for you for the rest of the year. Now put your head down for a time out, and don't
lift it until I tell you to."
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Head down, like a kindergarten sissy, I try not to cry. I cup my arms around my
pencil. Poor misunderstood pencil. My eyes bum with tears. I don't want to cry, but I
can't help it. It is only October, and I see the long eraser-less year stretch out endlessly.
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"Chocolate Oatmeal Cookies"
I am thinking about a snapshot ofme and my young cousins, my brother and
sister, all in Granny's front yard, all so young we're wearing only undies in the hot
summer air, eating watermelon. Red sticky juice drips down our bare chests, coats our
grinning faces. The photo records the delight ofthe day, the happy kids, the mothers in
light housedresses, handing out huge slices ofjuicy melon. But the photo leaves out the
details I'm suddenly remembering: the incessant flies, drawn by the sweetness; the way
we spat the watermelon seeds, vying for farthest spots, arguing over whose spitting
abilities were superior, which ofcourse was only a small part ofthe pecking order and
the general cussedness ofgrowing up poor in the country. Everything was a contest.
With a pack of ten kids running around, you had to speak up fast and loud to be heard;
you had to be strong and tough and not let your feelings get hurt or (horrors!) you were a
sissy baby. I was the biggest, toughest, loudest tomboy and I would arm wrestle or
Indian wrestle anyone who dared to challenge my place. And I won. Always. Did I ever
lose? Ifso, I can't recall. I, a girl, was the President ofthe neighborhood Boys' Club.
Because I could consistently kick all their arses. I could out-wrestle, out-run, out-jump,
out-think, out-talk them all. I was top dog. I could out-spit watermelon seeds too. Why
was it all such a struggle, such a glorious struggle?
In the dog days ofAugust, it was too hot to cook anything, so Granny often fell
back on her stand-by summer meal: hotdogs, pork-n-beans, and applesauce. Ifwe were
lucky, she'd fix a dessert ofsome sort, but she didn't always have the energy after
working all day. Ifl wheedled her enough though, she would usually whip up something
easy.
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"Granny, please make us some chocolate oatmeal cookies. Pleeeeeeease," I say,
making big puppy-dog eyes at her. She can't resist my seven-year-old wiles.
Grinning, she hands me a wooden spoon and says, "All right, but you have to
stir."
So I stand at the stove in my underwear and stir the melting butter, peanut-butter,
sugar, and milk together. The pale milk swirls over the dark cocoa, the thick sticky
peanut-butter, the dissolving sugar, and the golden, melting butter. I stir absent
mindedly, looking out the window at the back pasture. I watch as a young calf blunders
into the barb-wire fence and bawls for its mama.
"Granny, how come that little calf keeps running into the bob-wire fence?" I ask,
almost forgetting to keep stirring.
She loo�s out and shakes her head slowly. "Honey, I don't think that little'un's
going to live long. It's blind as a bat."
I stare, horrified. "Blind? Why is it blind?"
"Well, sometimes things are born not quite right. The mama cow has already
decided it won't live, so she isn't helping it. I don't think it's getting any milk." Granny
sighs and pours the pork-n-beans into a saucepan with an old wooden handle. She puts
her arm around me and gives me a little hug, standing next to me at the stove. I feel tears
well up in my eyes.
"But Granny, that's so unfair! Why won't she help out her baby?" I ask, blinded
by my tears.
"Watch your pot now, girly, that chocolate's starting to stick," Granny says,
wiping my face with the back of her hand. "The mama cow is smarter than you think.
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She knows the baby won't live anyway, so she isn't going to keep it alive longer than
necessary. She doesn't want it to suffer, so she's already let it go. I'm sorry, sweetie. I
know it seems unfair." I watch as she dumps two packages of hotdogs into a pot of
boiling water.
She looks at me soberly and says, "Chin up now, Bethy. Let's finish these
cookies and have some supper."
I carefully pour the little teaspoon of vanilla into the bubbling chocolate and stir it
in. Granny pours the chocolate over the oats in a big mixing bowl, and I stir it all up.
Together we drop spoonfuls of cookies onto a greased cookie sheet in silence. I think
about how unfair it all feels, and about liow calm Granny is about the poor calf. I
imagine how the calf must feel: terrified, confused, in pain, lost in the darkness. I can't
stop thinking about it. Tears stream down my cheeks again.
Granny sighs and hugs me close. My head nestles into her warm breast, and I
sob.
Hiccupping, I say, "The poor little calf. Poor lost, lonely calf. I hate God! I want
Him to save the little blind calf! I want to save the poor little calf!"
Granny shushes me and wipes my face again. "The Lord moves in mysterious
ways, Bethy. We can't know his reasons. All we can do is have faith that He is a good
God, a just and loving God. His eye is on the sparrow. Now help me dish up these
plates."
Granny puts a hotdog and a pile of pork-n-beans on each plate, and I plop a big
spoonful of applesauce on all the plates too. Then together we carry them out to the
picnic table under the maple tree. I make another trip inside for more plates as Granny
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goes to the Smoke House and rings the dinner triangle, which I am not tall enough to
reach. Underwear-clad cousins come running from all directions. Little cousin Joseph
stands up from the wading baby pool by the lilacs and waves his rubber ducky, his diaper
sodden and dripping.
I go over and pick him up, saying, "Let's get you a clean dipey before supper,
okay little guy?"
After changing little Joseph, I sit him down at the picnic table in front of a plate
full of food, and then I sit down next to him. I cut his hotdog into bite-size pieces and
mix it with his pork-n-beans, the way he likes it. Other cousins reach for the loaf of
whole wheat bread and wrap their hotdogs in slices of bread. White hotdog buns are an
extravagance that we rarely enjoy. I like my hotdog cut up and mixed with the pork-n
beans too. The bread is boring and too dry . My brother, Sean, carefully pushes his food
back so that none of it touches. I like mixing things together; you get new tastes that
way. If nothing touches, then it tastes exactly like it always tasted, which I find dull, but
which Sean apparently finds safe.
A battered blue pick-up truck hauling a livestock trailer pulls up in Granny's
driveway. It's Mr. McGee, the owner of the cows. I suddenly have an awful hunch why
Mr. McGee is here.
"Mr. McGee," I say, running up to him. "Please let me take care of the little blind
calf. Please don't take it away."
He pushes back his Mecklenburg Supply cap and scratches his head. "Well now,
lil missy, taking care of a blind calf is a tall order. I'm afraid he's got to go. Thing is, a
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blind calf grows up, ifit grows up, into a blind cow. And a blind cow'll do nothing but
ruin all my fences and cause a ruckus."
I feel desperate. "What will happen to him?"
Mr. McGee looks around, as if hoping somebody will rescue him. "Well I reckon
I'll have to put him down. I got to think of what's best for the whole herd. I'm awful
sorry."
He sighs and pats me on the head. "Don't you worry now, that mama cow'll have
another baby again soon. And likely as not, it'll be a healthy one too."
Stunned, I turn away and run, heading toward the backyard shed. I duck through
the low door, climb up the ladder into the loft, and throw myself down in the straw.
Angrily, helplessly I cry. I hear Granny calling me to come get some cookies, and then I
hear the bewildered bleating of the blind calf, and I cry even harder. Hot tears make
tracks down my dusty face and drip into my ears. I wonder why God designed our faces
so that when we lie on our backs and cry, the tears run into our ears. It adds insult to
injury. I decide right then that I don't believe in God anymore. The world is a mean
place, where calves are born only to die, and grown-ups don't care. There is no God,
certainly not a just one. In the hot, dusty, prickly straw, I cry myself to sleep.
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"Alive"
I was seven when I discovered I was alive. It was a warm Saturday morning and I
was alone in the woods, building a house out of tobacco sticks. Tobacco sticks are long,
thin, splintery sticks, about two fingers thick, used to lift bundles of tobacco onto beams
in tobacco barns, where the tobacco is smoked and dried.
I got up early that morning so I could play before getting stuck with chores or
babysitting.

The sun is just up when I sneak out, closing the front door carefully so nobody
hears me. I run up the hill to Granny's house and cut through the back way by the old
Spring House. I circle around to the front of Granny's house and go up the steps to see if
she is stirring yet, moving so quietly the deer in the garden doesn't hear me. It nibbles on
one of the ankle-high com plants. Lifting its feet delicately, it turns and looks at me. I
stand still on the brick front porch. My brown hair is loose under my "Best Little Bee
House in Virginia" cap, my face sunburned already even though summer is just starting.
I am tall for my age, thin, but strong enough to wrestle down all my cousins.
My toes twitch in my sneakers. The deer doesn't move. I jump down all four
steps, startling the deer into flight. I run between the hammock trees with their ingrown
iron hammock hooks (No hammock up yet but soon--summer is here! I think), jump over
the Worry Rock where my mama and her sisters had sat and gotten out all their worries,
back when they were unbelievably little, run across the lawn, under the pecan tree, and
down the barn road. The cows are crunching wet grass in the fields on either side of the
barn road, the bobwhites calling from the scrub pines, the sky lightening, the air cool and
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damp. As I run past the tobacco barns, I see a pile of tobacco sticks outside the middle
barn, the one Uncle Tommy was cleaning out last week. I haven't built a tobacco stick
house yet this year, so I run back to the shed beside the garden, find my wagon, and fill it
with tobacco sticks. I have to tie them in a bundle to the wagon because they keep falling
off. I pull the wagon to the end of the barn road, out onto the dirt road, down to the deer
trail and into the woods. Alternating hands, I finally use both hands to pull the heavy
wagon far enough down the trail so that I can't see the road. I see a little clearing off the
path and drag the wagon over tree roots and moss and into the clearing. The sun slants
into the clearing, patchy moss on the ground, and the creek is crying not far away.
The sticks are a foot taller than me, which means my house can only be five feet
by five feet. I build it by stacking the sticks on each other in layers, like building a log
cabin. If I notched them, the house would be tight, but the spaces between the sticks are
as wide as the sticks, giving it an airy feeling. I make a door by using short sticks on one
side. The unattached ends of the shorter sticks sag a bit. I try fitting sticks into the
cracks, but they stick out and make the house look ugly. Then I try wedging rocks in, but
I have a hard time finding ones that are flat enough and the right thickness. Most of them
fall out. I end up taking my sneakers off, tying together my white cotton laces, and using
them to hold the ends up. I tie one end to the bottom stick, loop the laces around each
stick, pull the laces taut and the sticks even, and tie the other end to the top stick, the roof.
The door doesn't sag.
I am working on the roof, weaving vines in and out of the sticks laid across the
top, when I become aware of my breathing, the intake through my nostrils, the release
through my lips. I become aware of my flushed skin, every blood vessel open and red,
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my body warm in the sunlight. I feel the hair on my neck, the thirst in my throat, the
beginnings of blisters on my hands. Without moving my head, I look around at the silent
breathing woods, every leaf distinct, every spot of sun on wood moving imperceptibly. I
know, deep body knowing, for the first time, that I am alive. I flare my nostrils and feel
the air rush in. I yawn to feel my ears pop and the old familiar surprise of fresh sound. I
feel my body pulsing inside my clothing and I know I am separate from my mama and
papa, my brother and sister and the many cousins and even my Granny. The secret
buzzes in me; it makes my skin prickle and my breath come faster. It excites me. I
know, also, immediately and undoubtedly, what it is that makes grown-ups who they are:
they know this secret and they know how to keep it a secret. It makes them powerful. It
makes them grown-ups.
I finish the roof. I gather moss and line the floor of my house, and pick Queen
Anne's Lace and hang it over the door. Sitting in my house, I feel the day move around
me, until I hear the voices of the cousins down the road. I get up quickly, leave my house
and wagon, and go out to meet them before they can find it. I tell them I have just been
for a walk. I know they won't find my secret house for a while, and I don't even mind
the thought that eventually they will find it and crowd into it, because by then I will have
built another.
The next day in meeting (which is what Christadelphians call church), I don't sit
in my family's pew, four rows from the front, between my mama and my brother like I
always do. Instead, I sit in the back pew with Granny. I can see everybody from back
there and I watch them do all the little things people do in church. Sean, age five, picks
his nose, and then delicately eats the boogers, which I can see because he turns his head
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sideways, hoping to avoid Mom's notice. Esther, only three, squirms and huffs in her
seat, wanting Cheerios and feeling grumpy that she has to wait until the Memorial
Service. In our meeting, only the baptized grown-ups partake of the bread and the wine
in memory of Christ's death. When the silver tray with the little plastic cups full of
Manischewitz and the smaller silver tray with the broken up Matzoh bread come around,
we get to have Cheerios and juice. It's a way of keeping us quiet, and it also lets us feel
we are part of the service without committing blasphemy. The meeting is small, less than
forty members. Everyone wears their "Sunday best" and many of the women wear little
decorative head-coverings that look to me like the netting you buy fruit in at the fruit
stand. The men, or Brethren, don't have to cover their heads. In some meetings, all the
women have to wear a head covering. In ours, most women choose to, but not all.
Granny wears a little black hat. I think about one of my uncles asking,"If the men are
Brethren, are the women Cistern?" I didn't get the joke until somebody explained it to
me.
Granny was raised Baptist, and converted to Christadelphianism when she
married my Grandfather. The Christadelphians are a small Christian sect, founded in
1844 by an English doctor named John Thomas, who immigrated to Brooklyn, New
York, and who wrote Elpis Israel (or The Hope ofIsrael). John Thomas's book
advocated for first-century Christianity, and encouraged believers to "work out their own
salvation" through careful Bible study. Robert Roberts, a subsequent Christadelphian
who wrote Christendom Astray in 1884, attributes much of his Biblical understanding to
the work of John Thomas, and says of Thomas's book,"... [it] expounds both Bible
doctrine and prophecy in a manner that reveals that the latter does predict the future with
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certainty, and that when it is correctly expounded, can be completely relied upon." These
seminal texts shaped much ofwhat is now considered to be standard Christadelphian
doctrine. I was raised believing that there is no heaven or hell, but instead we die and are
"asleep in Christ," awaiting resurrection and judgment, for the promises made to the
Fathers (Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob) have "yet to be fulfilled in the setting up ofthe
Kingdom ofGod upon earth." Also, there is no literal devil in the Christadelphian belief
system. According to Roberts, "The Devil [is] not a personal supernatural being, but the
scriptural personification ofsin in its manifestations among men." From the time I was a
small child, I read the Bible in its entirety, over and over. We memorized entire chapters
and recited them in Sunday School. Biblical memorization was only part ofwhat was
privileged in our meeting; original scholarship, especially in Hebrew and Greek, was
especially prized. We had to memorize scripture and understand how it related to the
larger interpretation ofthe Bible.
I sit still like Granny. I am proud to be sitting by Granny, who is old as the
graveyard and smells like coffee, who knows all the hymns by heart but still looks down
politely when I hold up the hymn book.
After meeting is over, we all run outside and play while the grown-ups mill
around, shaking hands and talking and holding babies. We like to climb on the little
white well-house with the steeply slanted green roof. You have to get a running start and
jump to get up that shingled roof. I tore up the knees ofmy Sunday tights many times
before I figured out how to get enough momentum up to make it to the top without my
knees scraping the rough roof. Once up there, we survey the churchyard and ignore the
pleas of the younger cousins to come down and play with them. We are kings and queens
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of the well-house. Ha, we think. Our other favorite thing to do is walk around the
graveyard, balancing on the narrow concrete walkways that separate the different sections
of the graves. I always pause in front ofmy Grandfather's grave. His name was William
Allen Boswell; he was born on September 11, 1906, and died on September 17, 1958. He
wrote his own epitaph, which Granny found tucked in the pages of his Bible after he died.
It's beautiful:

Regard me as:
Dead
Unconscious
At perfect rest
Awaiting the resurrection and the judgment
At Christ's return
If lost, awaiting the finality of eternal death
To become as though I had not been
(Such is the wrath of God)
If saved, not preceding in glory any who are alive
Awaiting God's gift of immortality
(Such is the love of God)
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I wish I had known my Grandfather. I've seen old Super 8 films taken of him the
summer before he died. He had a kind smile. He wrote songs for all his children, and he
could play many different instruments. He loved my Granny and his children so much.
I only know a few stories about Grandfather. Mama used to love it when he read
them the Sunday funnies. They would crawl up in his lap and he would read to them and
they would laugh, even if they didn't understand the comics. One of his favorites was
Pogo, which Mama said she enjoyed on one level, but it was really a political cartoon.
She also recalls how they would scribble on a piece of paper and Grandfather would turn
their doodle into a drawing. He was a patient, loving man. Mama remembers one
particularly distinct example of his patience. She was about eleven or twelve, and
responsible for feeding a stray dog that had taken up at their house. She was neglecting
her job one day, and the poor dog was scrounging around in the trash, a wire cage
cylinder that they kept trash in until it was time to burn it.
She tells it like this: "Daddy called me and said, 'Look over there.' He didn't
chastise me, or scold me. He just said, 'Look over there,' and we looked at that poor dog
and I felt so bad. I never neglected him again. Daddy was a mild-mannered man. If you
want to see what he was like, patient and kind, just look at your Uncle Tommy. He
favors Daddy in his looks and mannerisms. Daddy was a little shy. He wasn't effusive
or outgoing, but he was well-respected in town, as was your Granny. So is Uncle
Tommy. Now your Uncle Peter, he's a good man too, and he's a straight talker. He'll
enjoy a laugh and a joke and a good chuckle."
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Another one of the few stories I know about Grandfather is this: after Granny had
three girls in a row (Mom, Aunt Arlene, and Aunt Cora), Grandfather said to the doctor,
"I don't know what's wrong with her, doctor. She's tired all the time."
The doctor said, "If you had three babies in three years, you'd be tired all the time
too!"
Grandfather wrote this song for his three little girls:

"Three Little Girls At My House"

Well, once upon a time there were three little pigs,
And once upon a time three bears;
'
And three little kittens that lost their mittens,
And three billy goats, now there's

(Chorus) Three little girls at my house
Three little girls at my house,
Three little girls at my house,
And they're a story too.

The three little pigs built a house of bricks,
And then they all got in it.
The wolf couldn't shake it, but my little girls
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Could tear it down in a minute.

The three bears went for a walk in the woods,
Came home for soup on the minute.
But, Mama has to round up my little girls
With a stick with fire in it.

The three little kittens lost their mittens.
They found them quick however.
My little girls can Jose their shoes,
So good they're lost forever.

The three billy goats ate lots of grass,
Grew fat; now you won't believe it.
My little girls fill up their plates,
Run out to play and leave it.

Now, after all these things I've said
About my three little ruffians,
I'll tell you a secret in your ear
I wouldn't mind having another one.
I wish I had known him. He was, from what everyone says, an extraordinary man.
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We are a very musical family, so something of Grandfather lives on in us. I grew
up singing and playing piano. Mom taught me how to play when I was five, and we
made tape recordings of us singing together when I was as young as three. I've always
loved music. My favorite childhood memories are of evenings when we would push
back the furniture in Granny's Big Room and make music. Mom would play the piano,
Uncle Tommy the guitar, Uncle David the mandolin, Dad the banjo, and the rest of us
would sing and dance. Sometimes they would switch the instruments around; they all
played multiple instruments. Uncle Tommy is the best guitarist in Southside Virginia,
and I might be a little biased, but not much. He's amazing. He used to play in a band
when he was a teenager with his younger brother, Uncle Peter, and some local friends.
I've seen pictures of them in their white suits. They looked pretty sharp, in a cute,
slightly tacky kind of way.
We still like to make music when we get together. Recently, we all sat and made
music on Mom and Dad's back porch (they now live in the Green House, although it isn't
Green anymore; it's beige, but I still think of it as the Green House). After dinner, Uncle
Tommy got out his guitar and we sang old songs: "Old Groundhog," "Rocky Top,"
"Paradise," "Country Roads," "Walkin' in Jerusalem Just Like John." Nothing makes me
happier than singing old songs with my family. That's it; that's the height of goodness.
We laugh and try to remember the verses, singing what we remember and faking the rest.
We harmonize easily. When you've been singing these songs all your life, the harmonies
are in your blood. I particularly love the old ballads, like "Barbry Allen":
In Scarlet Town, where I was born
There was a fair maid dwellin'
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And many a youth cried well-a-day
For the love ofBarbry Allen.
There are a million verses for that song, so many variations. "Pretty Saro" is another
beautiful old ballad:
When I first came to this country
In eighteen and forty-nine
I saw many a true love,
But none of them were mine.
Then I looked all around me
And found myself alone.
Me, a poor stranger,
And a long way from home.
This song haunts me. I can sing an a cappella version of it that will make your hair stand
on end. The longing is tangible.
"Longing is the core of mystery," Rumi tells us. "Longing itself brings the cure."
I think of this now, and how so much of my childhood was longing. I longed to fit in, but
I was different in so many ways. I longed to inhabit the books I read, to live a life far
away from the economically depressed southern rural area where I grew up. I started a
fantasy novel when I was twelve and it involved a princess who runs away from home.
The engine that ran that little book was longing. Rumi tells us: "The only rule is this:
You must suffer the pain. Your desire must be disciplined, and what you want to happen
in time, sacrificed." We don't want to hear that. We want to be fully alive, but without
pam.
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I had terrible ear-aches as a small child. I remember them vividly. I missed three
Christmases in a row because I was in bed, screaming with pain. Nothing could get
inside my tortured head and soothe that fire. The drugs worked for a week, and then the
awful cycle would begin again. I was sick for months. I remember thinking, upon
waking up one morning without pain, that I would never take a pain-free day for granted.
The sweetness of breathing deeply and feeling no pain was almost unbearable to me. I
couldn't believe it: the pain was gone. All I wanted was for the pain to be gone, and it
was gone. Sweet Jesus! Everything is so sharp and intense when you're in pain. Little
specks of nothing slide across your field of vision and you begin to wonder: am I seeing
the molecules on the surface of my eyeballs? What are those little things? Rain slides
down the windowpanes like tears and you watch each drop's slow journey as it travels
south, joining other drops, rushing to the sill, where they are no longer drops, but
puddles. Each drop is distinct when you're in pain. Each moment is round and full. You
breathe deeply, trying to get through it bravely. Being alive hurts sometimes, and it's
good to remember this. I felt different as a child because of the pain I suffered. It
marked me. It tenderized me.
When I studied Hebrew at Bryn Mawr, my professor, Dr. Rabeeya, would say,
"Always stay young and tender." He talked about holding his best friend while he died in
his arms during the war. I don't know what war, but I remember Dr. Rabeeya's sad eyes
watering as he told the story in Hebrew. He told us that's the day he lost his youth, his
tenderness. He told us not to go to war, or we would lose ours too. I think he was still
tender, though. If not, he wouldn't have cried in front of a class of young Hebrew
students. He taught us to sing the Old Testament, and that made him tear up too. There
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are tiny markings in the Hebrew text that are the equivalent ofmusical notes. You can
sing the entire Old Testament ifyou know how to read them. I can still sing one ofthe
Psalms in Hebrew, the one that begins, "When Israel went forth from Egypt, the house of
Jacob from a people ofstrange language..." (Psalm 114: 1, RSV). "Bet set Yisrael
mimitzraim, Bet Yacov meam loez... " I'm sure I didn't spell this transliteration
correctly. It's been almost twenty years since I studied Hebrew. But because those
words were put to music, they are still in my head. When I sang that Psalm, the only goy
girl in the whole Hebrew class, Dr.Rabeeya wept. He was a Sephardic Jew, a stranger in
the strange land ofPhiladelphia. He was no longer young, but he was still tender.
When I think back to my childhood, so rich in all the important ways, I think
about the objects I valued, the special things ofmy youth. My childhood bedroom had
these objects lying around on my desk, bookcase, nightstand, and dresser: arrowheads I
found in the creek, a tin can covered with felt pencil holder, books (always stacks of
books), my slingshot, a rag doll that I made from old panty hose and scraps ofcloth, four
leaf clovers (I had my Granny's gift for seeing them everywhere without even trying), my
big black Army survival knife with a fishing line and hook inside it, and a compass in its
handle, a silver dollar, a garnet ring (my birthstone, a gift from my Grandma in Kansas),
my diaries with little locks and keys, paper, pens, pencils, crayons, colored pencil�,
markers, a tomato pincushion, needles, pins, scissors, cloth squares, modeling clay, rolls
ofred tickets from the local fairgrounds where my Granny was the bookkeeper (she
brought home the rolls oftickets and we played fair all year in the front yard under the
spreading maples), my BF (Beth Feagan) library with little library cards that I made my
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cousins fill out ifthey wanted to borrow my books, feathers, acorn caps, smooth river
stones, more stacks oflibrary books, and quotes written down on random pieces ofpaper.
I think my diaries are the most important thing to me. Time capsules. Portals
from past to future. At the time, diaries were my outlet, my safe place in a busy noisy
world-a place for my voice. Every day I would faithfully pen my version ofthe world.
I still have them in boxes in the attic. I want to uncover them, to put them all in the trunk
with my more recent diaries, journals, and notebooks. They gave me an affirmation. I
made many ofthem by hand, sewing typing paper together, pasting the bound sections
into cloth-covered cardboard. I like the unlined pages-I could write and sketch, write
as big or small as I pleased, write in circles or upside-down or sideways, intersperse
drawings and words, paste in photos, clippings, quotes, four-leafclovers, ticket stubs,
programs, fliers, brochures, cards... My diaries are like scrapbooks, but not so tidy. They
were messy. I painted in them. I reflected. Dreamed. Remembered. Imagined. Pined.
Loved. Obsessed. Wept. Recorded. Wondered. Hoped. Raged. Feared. Laughed. I
lived on paper again, a second time. I relived my life every day. I was doubled through
my diaries. I was intentional, richer, fuller, deeper because ofthem. I returned to the
same ideas over and over; I tried out new ones. I longed. I recorded entire conversations,
detailed descriptions. I recorded myself.
That awakening in the woods at age seven remains with me. Gurdjieff exhorts us
to wake up, to remain awake. We die while we live ifwe don't walk around with
awareness in this world. The stirring, the heightened consciousness that began when I
was a child is still mine ifI remember it. I am most alive when I walk with my dogs in
the early mornings, noticing subtle changes in the landscape, watching the crows lift off
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from a brown stubble field, seeing how the white winter sun reflects off their glossy black
backs.
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"Swimmin' Hole"
The Swimmin' Hole had its own secret path through the woods when I was a girl.
Now the woods on the other side of the river are gone, cleared by the new owners, who
are the d_escendents of the man to whom my ancestor sold the Swimmin' Hole over half a
century ago. Where cool dark glens once shaded the river, now there are open meadows
and horses grazing. Once wild, now the Swim.min' Hole is tamed, accessible. There are
even buildings: an outhouse, a passive solar shower, campers, a small tool-shed.
Between two trees there is a hammock, and nearby, a swing. There is a fire-pit, a grill, a
trash-can lashed to a tree. We are welcome to swim there any time. But it used to be
wild. Dark things happened there.
Somehow the river attracted danger. It was a highway for wildlife; we would
eagerly examine raccoon scat, and marvel at the remains of crawdads they would leave
behind on the rocks. Nowadays, there are more bear than I remember as a child, perhaps
because of deforestation; as their habitat disappears, they become bolder. And coyotes
are here to stay, filling the niche wolves used to occupy. Even the mountain lion still
screams at times, and we don't go down to the river after dark. Yet nothing compares to
men. Once when I was playing in the river, someone driving over the bridge threw a beer
bottle out their window, and it shattered on a rock close to me. Furious, I screamed at
them. Broken glass was an unforgivable sin to a barefoot country girl like me. It was so
permanent, so hard to clean up. I never felt hatred for any of the wild animals that
frequented the river, but that man, I hated.
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I'm nine again, down at the Swimmin' Hole, playing on the riverbank:, building a
little village out of sticks and smooth river stones. A girl crosses the bridge on foot and
wanders over to where I'm playing.
The girl is older than I am, with curly brown hair and freckles all over her face,
and she is holding out a cigarette, offering it to me. How old is she? I wonder. Twelve?
"How did you get that?" I ask.
She says, grinning slyly, "I stole it from my mama's purse. Try it."
I say, "Nuh uh."
She shrugs, swipes a match across the scratchy brown strip on the back of the
matchbook, which I assume she also stole, and lights the cigarette. Clearly she has done
this before. She inhales, holds the smoke inside for a long moment, and then exhales
through her nose. I have never seen this before. She looks like a dragon. I want to try

this too, but I don't dare. How does she have the nerve to smoke? It is a mystery to me,
and I'm fascinated. I watch as she takes drag after practiced drag off the forbidden
cigarette. I suddenly know something about myself and my place in the world: this girl
will grow up to be a smoker like her mama. I will grow up to be a nonsmoker like my
mama. It seems all very clear to me. I feel sad for her because I remember the black
lung Mrs. Price brought into school one day, smelling strong of formaldehyde, and
reeking death. It was a real lung from a real dead smoker. I imagine this girl's lungs
already beginning to turn black. I wonder how long it takes.
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"Cow Pasture Football"
My childhood feels far away from me, a shoreline receding from my sight. I live
in the place of my childhood, so I have many new memories to displace the old ones, and
I have to prick up my ears to catch hints of the old days. Sometimes a memory will flash
into my mind while I'm out walking my dogs in the early morning. The nature of
walking, moving physically through the landscape of my childhood, triggers old
thoughts. I am ten again, curious about what is in the old barns on the barn road at
Granny's house, and a single glowing green eye peering out of the depths of the biggest
barn scares me half to death. I still don't know what it was. It could've been my one
eyed cat, Pearl; she lost an eye in a cat-fight not long after we adopted her. Or it might
have been sunlight reflecting off of old green glass. The barns are full of junk:
disintegrating cardboard boxes full of bug-eaten National Geographies, bald tires, old
blue Mason jars, piles of tobacco sticks, an old dirty white vinyl and metal chair on its
side, a rusty cast iron potbelly stove with "Jacobs Fireball" on the little iron door that
hangs askew on only one hinge, a rotting white door with white ceramic door handles,
scattered chess pieces in the dirt of the floor, a white enamel kitchen sink on a decaying
wooden base, one drawer pulled out, a mouse nest inside.
I'm not supposed to be in here because the barns are slowly collapsing and snakes
and spiders love the cool darkness. A hairy poison ivy vine thick as my wrist clings to
the front of the barn I'm exploring, but I know better than to touch the shaggy vine. As
long as I don't touch anything, the barn won't fall on me. I breathe in the cool earthy
scent and notice how the sunlight comes through the places where the old white, chinked
mud has fallen out from between the smooth round logs that make up the walls. The
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tobacco barn has fifteen poles that run its length for drying the tobacco, three rows of five
poles that stretch all the way up to the high, peaked roof. When we were kids, we
clambered all over those poles, climbing up into the stuffy air at the top of the barn. It's a
wonder nobody ever fell and broke an arm. The poles were made to be climbed on; some
distant ancestor climbed up the poles and spread tobacco out to dry, lifting the pungent
bundles up with long wooden tobacco sticks. The back of the tobacco house has a
foundation made of broad field stones, with a three-foot opening in the base of the wall,
where a brick firebox once smoked the tobacco slowly. Now the bricks are broken, piled
by the open hole in the rear wall. I can see out into the fallow field that lies behind the
barn road; the field is full of wild, orange broomstraw, and it stretches away to the
treeline.
Much of Granny's land is forest. Our grandfather planted hundreds of trees. I
carry on this tradition in a modest way; I have planted one peach tree, two apple trees,
three cherry trees, and one winged elm tree that I dug up out of my compost pile a few
years ago and transplanted into the front yard. When my Mama was a girl, she dug up a
dogwood in the forest and planted it in her yard because she loved how it looked and she
wanted to see it every day. Granny used to say that when the dogwoods bloom in early
spring, it's God turning the lights on. Granny collected sayings like this the way other
women colkcted tea cups or china figurines. Even when she was old and forgetful, she
would come out with gems like, "Child, you look like you been drug through a keyhole
backwards." Another favorite saying about unfortunate looking folks was, "You look
like who shot Sadie!" Granny had many colorful exclamations, including "Mercy, Miss
Agnes!" and "Heavens to Betsy!" and "Fiddlesticks!" Once, a nursing home attendant
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dropped a tray full of food and Granny hollered, "Great day in the momin'!" If you were
worried about something that Granny deemed unimportant, she would smile and say, "It
don't make no nevermind." If you were poking around, she'd tell you, "You're slower
than molasses in January." She'd promise haste by saying, "I'll be back before you can
say, 'Jack Robinson!"' or "I'll be quicker than two shakes of a dead lamb's tail."
Always, her own memory was a source of self-ridicule: "My memory's no longer than a
chigger's toenail."
"Hunger makes the best sauce," Granny would say, when serving us biscuits with
burnt bottoms, which all her biscuits had, because her oven was old and temperamental.
She was right; we were always so hungry from playing outside all day that the biscuits
tasted great, burnt bottoms and all. These sayings were a sort of currency with Granny.
She collected them and doled them out in exchange for the chuckles they brought. I
don't believe I ever saw Granny get mad. She was mild as milk, and if you said
something stupid, she'd just look at you and say, "You're rattlin' like� old tin can."
I stoop down and squeeze through the firebox hole in the back wall of the barn.
Stepping out into the pasture, I breathe in the cool fall air, and remember other crisp
autumn days when we played football there. The cows were all sold off to market a few
years back during the Mad Cow Disease scare, when· the price of beef tanked and it didn't
pay to feed cows and fool with constantly keeping the fences repaired. But in my
childhood, these pastures were full of cows, and we played football in the close-cropped
grass and among the cow patties. I recall one Thanksgiving Day when we played with
the menfolks while the women cooked the dinner and put all the extra wooden table
leaves in the dining table in Granny's house. Out in the front pasture, we were free of
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kitchen duties. I never did learn how to cook as a child. I escaped to the outdoors
whenever possible and fiercely resisted all attempts to teach me the culinary arts, except
for one recipe: blackberry cobbler. My great-aunt Maudie taught me how to cook
cobbler when I was seven, and I still remember the recipe to this day: heat a quart of
washed, picked-over blackberries in a saucepan with some sugar (to taste, depending on
how sweet they are); meanwhile melt a stick of butter (real butter-none of that fake
crap) in a 9 by 13 baking pan in the oven. Make a batter of 1 cup flour, 1 cup sugar, 1
cup milk, and 3 tsp baking powder. After the butter is melte?, pour the batter over it and
then pour the hot fruit over the batter. The batter will cook up over the fruit, in a 350
degree oven, about half an hour or until the cobbler is bubbly and browned. It's so easy,
and so yummy with vanilla ice cream. That is the extent of my childhood cooking skills.
Otherwise, I was busy playing outside.
I'm a kid again and I'm wearing jeans with patches on the knees, tattered
sneakers, and a WRAL TV t-shirt under my green sweatshirt. My hair is in braided
pigtails like Pippi Longstocking, my personal heroine. I'm crouched in a huddle of four
cousins, listening to my Dad describe our next play in a cow pasture football game. He
holds out his right hand and draws an invisible map of the play with the middle finger of
his left hand. I wonder if he knows it's rude to use your middle finger, and decide it must
not matter as long as it is pointing down at your hand, and not up.
"... and that's a Double Reverse," he concludes, looking around at our faces for
comprehension. Lost in thought about that middle finger, I missed the jist of the play.
"What's a Double Reverse?" I ask, not nearly quietly enough. Peals of laughter
erupt from the other team's huddle.
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"What's a Double Reverse?" Matthew hollers back. Dad groans. My cheeks
flush as I realize I just ruined our play.
"That's okay. We'll do a Triple Reverse," Dad says in a kind tone, and he goes
back to the imaginary football field on his right palm, describing the added steps that will
enable us to outwit our opponents, still gesturing with that middle finger.
A big part of the fun of cow pasture football is trying to tackle a cousin right into
a cow patty, preferably a fresh one, still steaming. I spot such a pile, and plan my attack.
We line up on either side of the football, and I'm facing Matt and giving him the stink
eye. He's going down.
Dad yells, "Ten, hut!" Sean hikes him the ball and Dad hands it off to John Isaac,
who zigzags back and hands it back to Dad. While Sean is getting into position for the
fake pass, Dad hands it off to Esther, who is the secret weapon, since nobody expects
little ole Tank (her nickname, since she resembles a tank when she decides to plow
through you) to run the ball all the way to a touchdown. Meanwhile I'm shoving
Matthew as hard as I can toward that steamy pile of poo and John Isaac is clearing a path
in front of Esther, tackling whoever tries to get to her. Cousins are flying at her, but John
Isaac puts his sandy head down and bulldozes right through them.
Memory is a slippery thing. I don't know if Esther made the touchdown, or ifl
pushed Matthew into the pile of doodoo. Some specific details echo down through the
years and others are gone, dispersed like our frosty l;>reath on that cold November
afternoon. It all seems so clear in the moment, so sharp and unforgettable. But we do
forget. We need help remembering. Memoirs are an attempt to raise the energy of a
memory beyond its ephemeral nature and connect it with other memories, with ideas.
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Recorded memories are a renewable resource, giving pleasure over and over, surviving
time.
When I was thirteen, I decided it was time to stay inside on Thanksgiving Day
and skip cow pasture football, in favor of baking my first pie. When I think on it now, it
was pretty brave of me to make my first pie on such an auspicious day. Now I'm much
more cautious: I generally try new culinary adventures ahead of time and if they turn out
well, then I make them again for company. But no matter. I was thirteen and fearless. I
made a pecan pie from scratch, even the crust. I can't remember ifl used real butter or
Crisco; probably it was Crisco. I imagine I wore an apron. I know one thing for certain:
I gathered the pecans for my pie from Granny's pecan tree. I have this wild memory of
wrapping my arms around the tree and shaking it, to bring the pecans down. Now that I
think of it, how could a child have shaken that big old tree? But I must have because I
remember the pecans raining down. I know I climbed up in the tree to gather the pecans
too, and it's easier to shake individual branches. After gathering the fallen nuts, I carried
them over to the Worry Rock, a rectangular hunk of granite about a foot wide by a foot
high by three feet long in front of Granny's house. When my Mama was a little girl, she
and her siblings would sit on the Worry Rock and their worries would go away. There
was a rock that fit nicely into my right hand that stayed by the base of the Worry Rock; it
was the Pecan Smashing Rock. I used it to crack open the pecans, after I peeled away the
four-sectioned outer casing, and then I carefully picked out the bitter brownish red
innards that surrounded the sweet nutmeats. I know my Mama asked me if I was careful
cracking those nuts; she was worried I overlooked a bit of sheB, which could break old
folks' teeth. I was careful. No shell bits ended up in my first pie.
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· I remember eating Thanksgiving dinner at the big long oval table at Granny's
house. I was so proud because the younger cousins had to eat in the kitchen at the kids'
table. I was very quiet at the big people table because I didn't want to be dismissed. I
listened carefully to the conversation, learning the rhythms of how they talked: playful
banter, the men holding forth on football, discord within the church, whether or not to
tear down the chicken coop before it collapsed on us, and all the while the women
murmured quietly, passing dishes, offering salt, jumping up to refill glasses. I remember
loving the sweet potato casserole and wanting second helpings, but waiting patiently until
everyone had had firsts. My pecan pie was rich and buttery, with a brown sugar
sweetness, and a crust that was only the tiniest bit tough. Now I know the secret to a
flaky crust is more butter than seems possible to cram into one piecrust: an entire stick for
one open-faced pie. Still, that pie was all gone before anyone had time to come back for
second helpings.
Football and food are linked in my mind because of the Thanksgiving Day
football tradition. A less exalted game, one that we played whenever we could get
enough willing bodies together, was "Kill." I have no idea who thought up this lovely
game. It was very simple: one person threw the football way up in the air over his or her
shoulder, toward the waiting throng of cousins, and whoever was closest to the ball had
to catch it. Everybody mobbed that person and tackled him or her to the ground. After
the dust settled, and the unfortunate one with the ball emerged from the bottom of the
pile, he or she would turn around and throw it over the shoulder and the game would go
on. The object was to catch the ball, and run like the dickens for the touchdown line,
which was always a bush and a stump, or something equally random, but agreed upon
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before the first play. Ifyou could make it over the line with the ball in hand, upright,
even with cousins still hanging on and trying to bring you down, then you won.
Otherwise, it was an endless succession ofthrows and mob tackles. Now some ofus ran
toward the ball, and some ran away. It took a lot ofgumption to grab the ball and make
it to the line.
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"Old Buildings"
We roamed far and wide over the 250 acres of our family land when we played
"War," a game that I dimly remember involving tennis balls (our weapons, like an early
version of Nerf guns), socks that we grabbed (similar to "Capture the Flag"), and forts.
My favorite fort was the old Gregory house, a decrepit two-story, stick-built house back
in the woods. Granny used to say, "I wish I had a house in the woods with no road to it."
We liked playing in old outbuildings. The Smoke House in Granny's side yard
has the characteristic pyramid-shaped tin roof, and there is a loft under that roof that can
only be accessed by a ladder. When you stand inside the Smoke House and look up, you
see a ceiling with exposed beams, and above these beams is the loft. I remember
climbing the ladder up into the loft and sitting up there in the dusty sunlight. Now that
was something special because not everyone was brave enough to climb a rickety
wooden ladder propped against the splintery Smoke House wall. Those of us who had
the nerve to climb up that shaky old ladder were rewarded with a sissy-free space. I think
even now I gravitate to people who are tough in some way, either physically or mentally.
I'm drawn to struggle. People who drift through their days bore me. Show me some
spunk, or get on down the road.
My favorite loft was in the big shed out back of Granny's house, by the row of
ancient grape-vines. In the summertime, the vines would be loaded down with Concord
grapes that had a powdery thick tart skin, with a sweet seedy interior. We would chew up
the skin and strain the pulp through our teeth to extract the seeds, which we spat into the
grass. I remember Mama taking grapes we gathered in a colander and boiling them,
sieving them, and making them into grape jelly, which she poured carefully into little jars
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that she sealed in the pressure cooker. Those grapevines are long dead now, covered over
with honeysuckle, strangled. Honeysuckle wants to eat the world. When we were
children, we loved plucking the fragrant blossoms and carefully pinching the green
tipped ends off, gently pulling the long stamens through the flowers and sucking the
sweet juices that emerged from the delicate inner parts. Now I know how invasive
honeysuckle is. Non-native plants like kudzu and honeysuckle seemed like a great idea
at one time. Unintended consequences are a beast.
Now I'm grown, and I have returned to my homeplace from all my travels, to
raise my son, Abner. He was born in Oregon, but I wanted him to grow up here, eating
my honeysuckle and grapes, so we moved here when he was one, and we've been here
ever since. We lived in Granny's house for the first half year while we fixed up Rocky
Mill, just like it was in my own childhood: the first house I remember is Granny's house,
where we lived until I was five, while Dad made Rocky Mill livable. Rocky Mill took a
lot of care to get it ready to live in. The Big Room, where the old folks used to lay out
dead bodies for wakes, had a hole in the wall so big you could see daylight through it.
The renters were not kind to our house over the years. But we patched and sanded and
painted and now it is warm and comfy again. Abner grew up swimming in our old
swimming hole and eating the wild grapes that grow down by the river. The vines are so
high up in the trees you have to wait for the grapes to ripen and fall to the riverbank.
Every day in August, Abner and I would go down to the river to the wild grape spot and
look for them, small, fat, dusty jewels on the mossy banks. We'd eat them before the
raccoons got them, spitting the seeds into the river.
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Nowadays, Granny's house represents for me the larger family home-place.
When we had our big Boswell family reunion three summers ago, everyone congregated
at Granny's house. Thanksgiving this year was at Granny's house, and my friend Amy,
who attended along with her two children, told me later it was almost surreal to eat at the
big oval dining table with us and then watch the old family Super 8 movies in the Big
Room.
"This is what regular families do?" she asked. Her family is nontraditional in
many ways, and I never thought about how traditional my family is until she mentioned
it. We're just family, getting together in a big old farmhouse, trading stories and passing
mashed potatoes and biscuits. That's what Granny's house is: the larger family.
Rocky Mill, however, is our own private family home. Any cousins who pass
through the neighborhood invariably end up at my house for late-night cards and drinks,
bonfires and four-in-the-morning fireworks. This does not go on at Granny's house.
There's plenty of loving fun at Granny's, but my house is where it's at after midnight. At
my house, anyone is welcome to crash on my futon, to cook up something yummy at any
hour, to bring the kids for a sleepover so nobody has to drive after having·one too many
drinks. We have lots of sleeping bags.
Once my friend Helen said, when looking around the living room at Rocky Mill,
"Beth, I like the spirit of your house." I didn't know exactly what she meant at the time,
but the more I think about it, the more I feel her meaning. My house does have a spirit,
and it feels like a kind and welcoming spirit to me. Last summer Volker and I got
married, and two hundred people came to my house for our wedding. We danced all
night long in the back yard. We literally watched the sun rise before we went to bed on
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our wedding night/morning. It was the Woodstock wedding: tents and campers
everywhere, a massive bonfire, a solar shower under the big old tree in the front yard, and
a painted-up, funky school-bus with a hired driver to take drunken non-camping folks to
the hotels. My house is secluded, peaceful, old, mine. The door is open to family and
friends. There's something good cooking in the kitchen. Come on in.
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"Creek"
I am sitting on a rock by my creek under a small, winter-bare American redbud
tree. A crow calls out from a taller tree by the river, which is just around the bend from
where I sit. The creek flows from my Granny's spring, which is up the hill, down to the
muddy Meherrin River. The crow is flying now, still cawing-its cries echo as it flies. I
pick a beggarmite, a small sticky weed seed, off the front of my blaze orange hoodie and
drop it in the leaves beside me.
Abner used to splash and play in this creek when he was little. I did too, years
ago. Our childhoods both were nestled in this land. I can see him now, on a hot summer
day, naked in the creek, his toes splayed, seeking purchase on the slippery bottom. He
bends down and picks up a rock with both hands, lifts it high over his head, dripping
clear water on his fine blonde curls, and heaves it into the creek. Its splash soaks him and
a few droplets hit me too, even perched up here on this rock. He laughs, for this is his
aim: to get me wet too. This game lasts hours. Eventually we meander down to the river,
Abner wading in the creek with me behind him, for a picnic. I have a basket with a bottle
of water, a juice box, peanut-butter and jelly sandwiches, and apples from our tree. We
sit on the big lichen-covered boulders overlooking the river and eat our food together.
Abner wants to throw pieces of his sandwich in the river for the little fishes and I let him.
After we eat our apples and give the fishes our apple cores, he suggests we play
Battleship. We find a dead tree limb and toss it into the river and then follow it as it
floats downriver, pelting it with rocks. The goal is to sink it before it floats out of sight.
Abner throws some rocks and then directs me to throw the big ones: "This one, Mama,
hurry!" Our side of the river is all sand and big boulders, so we cross the river, wading
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through the knee-high water (waist-high for Abner) and camp out on the shore where
dozens of hand-sized rocks are mounded in a bend in the river. Abner throws rocks
happily while I scout for good battleship sticks.
After a while, Abner wants to play Pooh-sticks, so we wander upriver to the
bridge. My Mama remembers the Meherrin River flooding and washing away the old
bridge when she was a girl here. You can still see a chunk of the old bridge in the river,
just beneath the surface of the flowing river-submerged concrete. The "new" bridge
was sturdy enough to withstand the Memorial Day flood seven or eight years ago, but the
river carved away the dirt road on the other side of the bridge and left a car-length hole in
the road that dropped fifteen feet from the edge of the strong bridge. V-DOT closed our
road for a week while they rebuilt the dirt road that the river took away. I can still see
Abner's Dad, Krouse, walking across the bridge, the river flowing over the bridge,
around his ankles. I was afraid he would be swept away and when Abner wanted to join
his Daddy on the flooded bridge, I held his little hand tightly and said, "No." We stood
with the neighbors from up the road who had come to see what they said was a once-in-a
lifetime sight. Only one other neighbor, Guy, was brave enough to walk on that straining
bridge.
The bridge, the river, the creek: all were more than the backdrop of my childhood.
They were a living, changing outdoor home that surprised and delighted me daily. The
moss that thrives on the river rocks was and still is a mystery to me-how does this
luscious velvety living green sweater survive on the surface of a cold gray rock? Some
mosses look like stars, others like tiny branching ferns. Some grow in mounds (I picture
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fairies living inside these rich mossy mounds) and other mosses coat exposed tree roots
like delicate lace. Everywhere I look, I see wonders.
As a child, what I saw was simply the thing: a fuzzy veined leaf poking up out of
the brown leaf-littered forest floor. Now I have a word for that leaf and others like it:
downy rattlesnake plantain. When I was little, I loved to gather plants and use them in
my woodsy playing, knowing that my play mimicked the harvesting and gathering of the
indigenous peoples who lived on this same land long ago. I didn't know the modem
word for it, wild crafting, and I didn't know much about what you could actually eat.
Wild crafting is the harvesting and preparing of wild plants for food and medicine. I
recently told a friend of mine that I had just that morning eaten a delicious, cold, ripe
persimmon off the ground under my backyard persimmon tree. He looked at me, and
then said simply, "I could never do that." Our conversation drifted on to other subjects,
but I find myself wondering about that sometimes: why couldn't he pick up a wild
persimmon and eat it? Is it his upbringing? Is it our culture? Are we afraid of the
origins of our food? I am much more afraid of what often passes for food in the grocery
store than I am of what's growing in the woods; I love all the wild and free things best.
The first time I ever tasted a persimmon, I was in the front pasture at Granny's
house. It was a cold, clear winter day and I was tromping through the field in my
snowsuit. Under the persimmon tree, fat little orange persimmons lay on the crust of
snow. Translucent, plump, golden orange, they lay there waiting. It had snowed the day
before, so they must have fallen in the night. I leaned down and picked one up in my
mittened hand and smelled it, sweet, wild. Popping it into my mouth, it slowly warmed
on my tongue, and the frosty sweet flesh came away from the hard oblong seeds. I
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counted the seeds, rolling them around in my mouth: three. I still held the little four
cornered cap in my hand. I dropped it, spit out the seeds, and reached for another
persimmon. The bulging skin cracked open and the sweet sticky flesh filled my mouth
with winter sunshine. Even chocolate doesn't compare to the wild persimmon. But Lord
help you if you eat one before it's ready: the stringent juices will turn your face inside
out. You will have no spit left in your mouth. It will suck the life right out of you. The
only cure is a ripe persimmon, or better yet, two or three of them.· Fill your mouth with
plump, ripe persimmons and you're recover. God help you if you eat one before a hard
frost.
While I am unafraid of wildness, I want to make something clear now: I respect it.
I learned much of what I know from an herbalist who struck a balance of making me
identify things on my own with at least two different field guides per plant, and who also
patiently helped me identify the plants that stumped me. She encouraged me to do my
own research, and she was full of stories that I still remember today. Terry, a short,
strong woman with fly-away black hair and keen dark eyes, taught me, early in my herbal
apprenticeship, to respect the wild. She used the dandelion and the buttercup as
examples. Both of these flowers grow in our yards; both are common weeds; both are
yellow. The dandelion is edible: its early spring greens are delicious in salads; its root
can be roasted to make a coffee-like beverage; its petals make divine dandelion wine.
Dandelions are our friends. Buttercups, however, are poisonous. One buttercup, Terry
told me, can poison a child. I don't know how many it would take to poison an adult, and
I don't want to find out. Whenever I talk with children about eating wild things
(like
_
when I baked dandelion-petal cookies for my Story Hour children), I tell them this story,
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and I always tell them to ask an adult before eating anything wild. This goes for adults
too: it's wise to consult at least two field guides when working on your own, to ensure a
positive plant identification. It's even better to work with a knowledgeable herbalist who
can identify both the plant in the wild and in the field guide.
That said, once I began to identify and use wild things, it was exhilarating and
freeing. I think of it as an unfolding of the world, a bringing into focus. It feels to me
like the first time I got glasses in third grade: when I left the eye doctor's office, I looked
at a tree and I saw, for the first time, individual leaves. I was transfixed. I could see each
leaf waving at me, and I couldn't believe I had lived this long without seeing this
amazing sight. It was so exciting: I could see! Wild crafting feels this way to me. When
I began to learn the plants, what were formerly generic clumps of green became distinct,
individual plants: wild grapevines, a blooming red-bud tree, the elusive and endangered
downy rattlesnake plantain. Suddenly everything in the world was immensely interesting
and I had so many questions: what is this plant? How does it taste? What are its
medicinal properties? What did the indigenous peoples of this continent use it for? How
can I use it? I am told that I have an ancestor on my Granny's side who was a root
doctor. I like to imagine myself walking in the woods with him, picking wild herbs,
pointing out poisonous plants, musing about how best to preserve our favorite herbal
allies.
One of the lovely things about wild crafting is all the memories I have of specific
times I harvested something wild. I remember the spring day I was driving with my
friend Elise and her little sister, and I saw tiger lilies in bloom in a field near the road. I
pulled over and picked the brilliant wild orange flowers, and to my friend's astonishment,
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I ate a flower. It was crunchy, sweet, and a littlejuicy, with a texture and taste unlike
anything you could buy in the store. The girls excitedly ate tiger lilies too, marveling at
their sweetness. Elise and her sister still recall the day they learned to eat flowers, and
whenever I eat a tiger lily bloom, I think of them. Another happy memory I have is of
the time I babysat my friend Kathy's grand-daughter, Abigail, on a beautiful fall day. We
walked through the meadow in front of my house with baskets in our hands, harvesting
the bright red heads of the sumac bushes with their velvety red berries. I brought water to
a boil and poured it over a sun-teajar full of sumac berries, and we went for a nice long
walk in the woods while it steeped. When we came home, we sweetened the sumac tea
with honey, like the Indians who used to live here most likely did, and we had deliciously
tart-sweet "pink lemonade" that was a gorgeous rose color, full of vitamin C.
Once I began wild crafting, and sharing my experiences with my friends, I began
to get calls for help. I had cured my son, Abner, of pinkeye with a common plant named
plantain (not the banana-like plantain, but a weed that grows in a basal rosette: Plantago
major), that grows literally everywhere. When my friend Maggie's sons got pinkeye, I
took her ajar full of an infusion of plantain and showed her how to use a shot-glass to
flush her sons' eyes with the mild plantain tea. Within a day or two, all three boys were
better (as opposed to antibiotics, which are expensive and often take seven to ten days, in
which time the infection has time to spread to other people, like the parents!). So, when
Maggie's friend Lisa's daughter got pinkeye a couple of years later, Lisa remembered
Maggie talking about how I gave her a plant that healed them. I got a call from Lisa late
one Saturday night, telling me her daughter was miserable with pinkeye, and she couldn't
afford a trip to the emergency room. I told her I'd be over at her house first thing the
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next morning. I got up early, harvested a mason-jar full of plantain from my yard, and
took it over to Lisa's house. As I was going in her front door, I noticed large healthy
patches of plantain growing right next to her front door in a little flower garden! When I
pointed it out to her, she said, "Oh that? I've been trying to kill that old weed for years!"
I told her that that was the medicine I was there to deliver, and that it was her very own
herbal ally, conveniently next to her front door. Now she knows just where to get a
lovely ongoing supply of medicine for herself and her family. I have used plantain
externally to cure pinkeye, cuts, scrapes, burns, poison ivy , and also internally to treat
colds and flu. I eat its tender baby leaves in salads, and I have made homemade salves
with its mature leaves. It's a cure-all, yet it works in targeted ways, such as for
staunching blood flow and leaving no scar. Once in the middle of winter Abner and I
were walking up the road to my Granny's house, and he stepped on the end of his
snowboard; the other end flew up and hit him sharply on the eyebrow. He bled profusely
from a large, nasty cut, and I made him hold his mitten to his eyebrow to slow the
bleeding while I found a patch of plantain buried in the snow, that I remembered from
previous wild crafting jaunts. I picked a couple of plantain leaves, chewed them to get
their green, healing juices flowing, and then packed them on the cut. The bleeding
stopped immediately, which gave us time to get home and wash and bandage the cut. We
packed it with another poultice of fresh plantain, and it healed without the need for
stitches, and left no scar.
I love the wild plants, the cadence of their names: wild green onions (I grew up
chewing on these green-tasting oniony stems), poor man's pepper (exactly what it sounds
like: peppery), jewelweed (the best cure for poison ivy, grows by creeks and rivers),
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Jerusalem artichokes (the roots are crisp and juicy like water chestnuts, and taste
delicious raw in salads in the winter), pine needles (rich in vitamin C, which the original
peoples told the settlers, saving them from death by scurvy, oh the irony), honeysuckle
(one of the first wild things many children learn to enjoy), blackberries (oh lordyhow I
love a blackberry cobbler), wild plums (so tart! Whew!), wild strawberries (such a gentle
sweetness), bee balm (delicately sweet blossoms), yucca (the Indians used the root for
shampoo, and the flowers are creamy white and deliciously sweet in salads), pipsissewa
(Indians used it for eye drops, blisters, and to dissolve kidney stones), wild roses
(beautiful on salads, and the hips make lovely vitamin C-rich tea), and sassafras (the
origin of root beer, and the secret ingredient-file-in authentic Creole gumbo). There
are the docks: yellow dock, curly dock, and burdock, all powerful liver cleansers. There
is the humble and hopeful chickweed, blooming now, tiny white starry blooms nestled in
beds of mild greenery-one of my favorite plants to graze on while I'm wandering in the
winter woods.
Wildness permeates my dreams and works its way into my kitchen, my medicine
cabinet, my conversations, my poetry.
The Mystery is This:
It's not an arms race of coolness
beauty and
smarts--

If, in the secret center of your heart,
a wide
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green
field opens out forever and

If, unbeknownst to anyone,
even to you,
your life is unfurling
leaf by leaf.
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"Poor"
We grew up poor. My Dad was a chimney sweep for most ofmy childhood. He
was probably the most educated chimney sweep Southside Virginia has ever seen: he
went to Kansas University and studied Spanish in Costa Rica. He is fluent still, with a
great passion for the language and culture. I grew up feeling like America is infinitely
dull compared with its hot, exotic neighbors to the south ofour border. The food is more
interesting down there, the language more musical, the houses painted in bright colors
like parrots. Life in the rural American South seemed bland and stifling compared with
Dad's stories ofhitch-hiking across South America and eating as much good cheap steak
and frijoles as he could handle. His best friend, Justin, who traveled with him, smoked a
pipe and they learned how to play "Truco," the Argentinean national card game, from the
truckers they hitched with. I grew up playing "Truco;' and hearing stories about how
cheaters got their ears chopped off. You'd have to be a really bad cheater to lose an ear,
though, because there is an agreed-upon set ofsignals that the whole country knows, and
everyone uses. Ifyou wink your left eye, you have the Ace of Spades, and so on with the
right eye, the left and right sides ofyour mouth twitching, biting your lower lip, pursing
your lips, and closing both eyes at once, which means, "I don't have jack, so partner,
you're on your own." Since everyone knows and uses these signals, you have to be
careful, because your opponents are watching you like hawks (when they aren't signaling
each other) and if they intercept your signal, they know what you have. On the other
hand, this opens up lots ofroom for faking out your opponents with bogus signals. Of
course, then your partner might make dumb moves because he or she thinks you have
great cards when in fact you have donkey poop. It gets tricky.
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We come from a long line of card-players. My Dad's mom, my Grandma, grew
up in a big, poor Midwestern farm family. She was one of eleven children: Levi, Flossie
(her name was Mary Flossie, but everybody called her Flossie, which she hated because
she thought it sounded like a cow), Jan1es Newt (they called him Jim), Sybil Josephine
(she went by just Sybil), Henry George (Hank for short), Minnie (my Grandma, named
after her Aunt Minnie, and I still don't know her middle name-she hates it so much she
never told me, despite all my pleading-Dad gave us a hint: "Her brothers used to call
her 'Fightie,"' to which Grandma says, "Sounds like a dog."), Robert J. (called Bob, and
the J. didn't stand for anything-it was just an initial), Adelbert Ford (he went by Ford),
Anna Belle, and William Edwin (they called him Bill). Uncle Hank was the prankster of
the family. He used to climb up in a tree and hide, waiting for Grandma and her sisters to
come walking home from school. Uncle Hank would bark like a dog up in that tree and
he sounded so realistic, he would scare away Flossie's boyfriends. They would look all
around, scared to death that that dog was going to bite them. And Ford was famous for
lazing around with the milking. When Grandpa was dating Grandma, he would go and
help with the milking, and he would sit near Ford on purpose. If it was cold out, Ford
would put his head against the warm side of the cow he was milking and go to sleep.
Grandpa would listen for the sound of the milk squirting in the bucket, and when the
squirting sound slowed down, he would holler, "Ford!" and then Ford would wake up and
milk again, Squirt squirt, squirt squirt.
Grandma and her family didn't have much fun in life except for card-playing and
dances. They played a card game called "Pitch," which is played, like "Truco," with four
players, two against two. The resemblance ends there. Grandma has been playing
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"Pitch" for over eight decades and if you're on her team and you make a stupid move that
causes you both to lose, you will be out of favor with her until the next time you play,
and then you had better be a genius with the cards because she expects to win. Every
time. If you get in the way of Grandma winning, every time, you need to step out of the
way and let someone with a brain play instead. She is fiercely competitive, even though
she is ninety-one years old, half-deaf, and a tiny bird of a woman. Grandma misses
nothing. She is sharp. She is sharper than I've ever been, and I don't feel I'm gaining on
her.
So I'm a girl who grew up poor, but with some cultural capital. I had a sense of
the world as a wide, exciting place, full of different languages and cultures, waiting to be
discovered. I read voraciously. The public library in Chase City, the Butler Memorial
Library, was my second home. Every week I checked out a stack of at least twenty
books. I read several books a day, every day. My idea of a completely luxurious day is
still one that involves hours of reading. I knew Volker would be a good match for me
when he suggested we take our lawn chairs and books with us when we went walking in
the woods, so we could hike and then read down by the river. That was the first weekend
we ever spent together, the first time Volker came to my house to visit me. I remember
sitting with Volker and Abner by the river in our camping chairs, reading our books,
enjoying the sunny winter aftemoon. It was quiet, with the river burbling by, the January
breeze rustling in the faded tan beech leaves ·that hung in the winter trees. Cheeks
flushed from our hike, I sat in my chair enjoying all the pleasure of reading, combined
with the pleasure of being outside, topped off with the excitement that I was sitting with
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my son, who was absorbed in his Harry Potter book, and with a man who was looking to
be a very promising lover: a nature-lover and a reader. I was perfectly happy.
In addition to ransacking the library every week ofmy childhood, I read all the
magazines I could get my hands on at my Granny's house: National Geographic,
Reader's Digest, Smithsonian, Saturday Evening Post, and Biblical Archaeology. The
African women with the long stretched-out boobies in the National Geographies
fascinated me, and their babies with distended bellies stared at me with haunted eyes. I
was not poor compared to these people. I was rich. I didn't have a TV or air
conditioning, but I had a house and food and clothes and shoes.
Our church had no running water in my early childhood, and I remember trotting
out to the Johnny house during the service, brushing away spider webs and peeing
apprehensively into that dark hole. When we got running water and real indoor
bathrooms, I knew we were moving up in the world. I still have friends today who don't
have running water. They have an outhouse out back with a crescent moon carved in the
door and a square ofwindow screen nailed over the moon to keep the flies out, but there
are always flies. The used toilet paper goes into an empty dogfood bag by the john,
which my friend bums in a barrel when it's full (standing downwind, ofcourse). There
were times they were so poor, they couldn't afford toilet paper, so my friend cut up old
clothes and they used these cloth squares instead. The old folks used to plant lamb's ears
around their outhouses, and sure enough, my friends have healthy patches oflamb's ears
thriving by their outhouse door. The soft, velvety leaves feel good on your bum. There's
something very peaceful about sitting out there, reading an old magazine by candlelight,
a little pile offreshly picked lamb's ears sitting on the wooden table.
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My elementary school best friend, LaWanda, used to compete with me for poorest
status. I'm not kidding-we used to compare our lives and each insist we were the
poorer one.
Me: "My mama washes out and reuses sandwich baggies."
LaWanda: "We're so poor we don't buy sandwich baggies-we just do without."
Me: "My family can't afford a dishwasher so I wash and Sean rinses and Esther
dries. Every day."
LaWanda: "We're so poor we wash our dishes by hand and we wash your Aunt
Gladys's dishes too, 'cause she pays us to."
That was hard to top.
I remember the surprise I felt one day when I was at a dinner party at Aunt
Glady's house and I saw LaWanda·and her mom in the kitchen, washing dishes. I offered
to help and her mom shooed me out of the kitchen. I felt bad. Not only were LaWanda
and her mom the only African-Americans in Aunt Gladys's white house, they were
clearly not guests, but the hired help. I suddenly believed LaWanda: she was poorer than
I was. We were both driven to rise out of poverty and had we grown up together, we
would have competed with each other for the top position in the class. But my family
moved to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, when I was thi1teen, so I had other people to compete
with. When I returned home thirteen years later, I found out LaWanda graduated
valedictorian of her class. So did I.
I felt like an outsider when I was a girl, not just because we didn't have money,
but also because we didn't have a television. We listened to radio instead. Meeting
Garrison Keillor was a childhood fantasy of mine. We listened to A Prairie Home
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Companion every Saturday night. Garrison (I think of him on a first name basis) has a
deep, rich, kind voice, and he combines music, radio drama, story-telling, poetry, and
jokes into a weekly radio variety show that celebrates small-town America. He
simultaneously pokes fun at us and loves us. Although he is rich and famous now, he
came from humble roots, and he speaks in a funny, self-deprecating way about his
awkward, bookish boyhood. His monologues, the highlight of the show, take place in a
fictional Midwestern town called Lake Wobegon, the "town that time forgot." In Lake
Wobegon, "all the women are strong, the men are good-looking, and the children are
above average." I grew up feeling above average because I knew Lake Wobegon so well
and identified so strongly with its inhabitants. I also came from a strict, Protestant
family, and I felt awkward and bookish too. Garrison gave me permission to be myself,
to be smart and different.
Years later, in high school in Pennsylvania, I won a national Scholastic writing
award, and I got to travel with my English teacher, Mr. McCartney, and another winner,
Nicolas Ellis, to New York City for the awards ceremony at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
Garrison Keillor was the keynote speaker. Everyone lined up to get his autograph, but I
was prepared for a different kind of interaction with him: I had gone back through all my
old diaries and I had written up many pages of copied diary entries about how much we
enjoyed listening to A Prairie Home Companion in my house. I think the letter was six
pages, front to back. I put a lot of time into it.
When it was my tum to meet him, I said, "I think if I were famous, I would be
annoyed by having to do autographs, so I don't want your autograph. I want to give you
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something instead." Then I gave him my letter. He stood up, and I had to look up to see
his face as he spoke, because he is very tall.
Taking my hand in his big warm hand, he said, "Thank you very much. I will
enjoy reading this."
I'm the only one he stood up for. I watched him read it over lunch. He was
reading my letter! It was tremendously exciting.
During lunch, I felt the thing that every teenage girl dreads: my period started.
Right there, in the ballroom of the Waldorf Astoria Hotel, flanked by all these fancy
folks. I didn't want to miss Garrison's speech, so I tensed up and prayed my uterus
would get the hint, but by the end of his talk, I knew I had an emergency on my hands. I
excused myself and went from one floor to the next, looking for a bathroom with tampon
dispensers. None of them had any. I was getting frantic when I finally found a small
convenience store on the bottom level. Thank goodness. By the time I made it back to
the ballroom, everyone was gone, including Garrison. Only my teacher and the other
winner, Nie, were there. Nie held up my poetry journal, which I had left on the table in
my haste.
"You disappeared, and I figured you wanted an autograph since you didn't get
one before, so I got him to sign your journal," he said.
Excitedly, I opened my journal, and there was Garrison's writing:
"Dear Beth,
Thanks a lot for your beautiful letter, and I hope we meet again.
Garrison Keillor"
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He drew a little line under his name. His writing is fluid and legible, and the note
is written in black ink. Nie even took a photo of Garrison signing my journal and I
pasted a copy of it on the title page, so the first thing you see when you open this old slim
volume is a square photo of Garrison Keillor standing and signing it. His glasses are on
top of his head, and he is concentrating intently on what he's writing. Even though I was
opposed to autographs in theory, I was thrilled to actually have his writing in my little
book.
Growing up in a home with no television was not easy. At school, all the kids
talked about the show they watched last night, and I sat there, silent. We all want so
badly to fit in, and television culture is a big part of belonging. So radio culture was all
we had, and we soaked it up like thirsty little sponges. I remember I was sitting on a high
stool by the hutch in Granny's kitchen, listening to a radio program called Charlotte's
Web, when somebody came and told me I had a new little baby brother. This is probably
my earliest memory. I have no idea who told me the exciting news. It could have been
Granny, or one of my aunts or uncles. What I do know is I was listening to a story on my
favorite radio program, completely absorbed, when somebody told me the life-changing
news: Sean was here! I was only eighteen months old. I think about that now and find it
hard to believe I can remember something that happened when I was that young, but the
memory is so clear and distinct.
Abner told me, when he was only two, that he remembered being inside me. Let
me back up for a second and tell you that Abner was speaking in complete sentences
before he could walk. He is incredibly articulate. When he was three, he taught himself
to read by asking me to track the sentences I read to him with my finger. We read for
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hours every day and he picked up reading simply by observing closely. But back to the
first story: he told me he remembered being inside me and when I asked him what it was
like, he told me it was dark and warm and he could hear his Dada's voice. He said
sometimes he heard us singing. This is true. We sang to him every day, and Krouse put
his guitar against my belly and played to Abner and talked to him. We read him books
before he was even out of the womb. I think he is so verbal partly because he was
nurtured verbally, and partly because it's just his natural strength. At any rate, I have an
easier time believing my own early memory when I consider Abner's earliest memories.
Perhaps one of the advantages of growing up listening to radio is I have a vivid
imagination. While I'm listening to something, I'm picturing it in my mind. Television
makes me antsy. I never have adjusted to it. I literally feel stupider after watching it.
That sounds like a snobby thing to say, and I don't mean to be stuck-up about it. I know
plenty of very smart people who enjoy television. I just can't relax and enjoy it. Part of
me is itching to get up and go do something, so the whole time I'm sitting there, I'm
crawling out of my skin. It's painful. We have a computer in my house that we
occasionally watch movies on, but no television.
My Dad shot our TV when I was a little girl. Someone had given us a television
for Christmas and my folks reluctantly accepted it. Dad came into the living room one
· day and found us lined up in front of General Hospital, enthralled. He unplugged the TV
set, took it out in the front yard, plunked it down in the weeds at the edge of the yard,
took careful aim with his rifle, and shot it. We watched as it imploded, glass shards
sucking inward, revealing the shattered vacuum tubes and mysterious innards. It was
much better than actually watching the thing.
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"Do it again, Daddy! Do it again!" we shrieked.
"That's all she wrote," Dad said. Shouldering his gun, he walked back to the
house, leaving us looking with glee at the gutted television. Ever since, I have had the
feeling that this is the best way to watch television: as it's being shot.
When Krouse moved out and took his television with him, Abner began to read
voluntarily. Before that, he sat with his Dad and watched hours of TV. He could read, he
just didn't want to. When the TV disappeared, he developed an amazing life: he read,
drew pictures, played outside, played the piano, made cookies with me, made up games,
in short, had a real childhood.
Boredom is a good thing. When we were kids, we were bored often, but never for
long. If we dared to express our boredom to an adult, the conversation went like this:
Me: "I'in bored."
Mom: "Oh good. I need some help snapping these beans."
You had to be an idiot to complain about being bored, because that meant instant
chore time. So we were quietly grumpy for a few minutes, and then we would figure out
something to do. We made "stilts" out of pineapple juice cans and yarn by punching
holes in the sides of the can, threading the yarn through, and tying it in big loops, which
we pulled taut and held in our hands. We stepped up onto the cans tentatively, holding
the yam loops, and lifted first one clunky foot and then the next. Walking around on
pineapple cans probably doesn't sound exciting, but when you're poor and bored, it's
better than snapping beans. Cans were a rich source of entertainment. We made ye olde
tin can telephones: two cans connected by a string. They actually sort of worked. People
refer to them now as ineffectual and laughable: "That's as bad as a tin can telephone!"
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But they were fun. They worked best if nothing was touching the string, and if the string
was pulled tight. I remember trying to make them work around a comer, and the tension
was broken by contact with the wall, so you couldn't hear much.
Speaking of old phones, I remember when our whole neighborhood was on a
party line. I wonder how many kids have even heard of that nowadays. It worked like
this: all the phones in the neighborhood were connected, so when the phone rang once, it
was for Granny, so she would pick up, and when it rang twice, it was for Uncle David
and Aunt Cora, and three times was for Uncle Tommy and Aunt Sandra. By the time
Dad fixed up Rocky Mill, we had our own line. But when we lived at Granny's house,
you could pick up the phone if it rang for someone else and listen in on their
conversation. Of course they could hear the click of you picking up, so there would be a
pause, and a "Who just picked up?" and then you would either have to fess up or hang up.
All the phones were heavy old black rotary phones too. I remember wondering who in
the world would make an emergency number include a nine, because that was the number
that took almost the longest to dial (only zero was longer).
Another fun way to dispel boredom was writing and producing our own plays. I
wrote them with our cousins in mind, and we spent days sewing costumes, making props,
memorizing lines, making little tickets, and selling them to the adults for pennies. One
play was called "A War in Greece," and it featured the smart, cultured Athenians and the
strong but stupid Spartans in a battle showdown that ended up happy and funny. I don't
know what I was reading at this time that influenced my imagination, but at any rate we
had fun being pompous and idiotic and silly. We pranced around in sheets and sandals,
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with cardboard swords. Somewhere in the attic, there's still a copy of the script.
Someday I'll get around to cleaning out that jumble of generational pack-rat craziness.
We had tons of made-up games. Talking about being pompous and stupid
reminds me of one of our favorites: "Lives of the Rich and Famous." We pretended to be
on a TV show, which was completely therapeutic: since we weren't allowed to watch TV,
we could make fun of it and make ourselves feel better. We even cut up a cardboard box
and made a "TV," complete with crayoned dials and knobs, and rabbit ears out of coat
hangers. We would pose behind the box, looking out the cut away side, and hold our
"microphone" (a toilet paper cardboard tube topped with a balled up wad of masking
tape). The shows would go something like this:
Interviewer: "So. What's it like to be rich and famous?"
Rich Lady: "Well, dahlin, it's just mahvelous. I just got back from the islands and
I had such a lovely time boating around on my yacht. I'm so rich I blow my nose on
hundred dollar bills."
Interviewer: "Isn't that nice. Did you enjoy shopping down there?"
Rich Lady: "Oh my gracious yes. We bought loads of islands. They're quite
lovely this time of year."
Interviewer: "Excuse me? You bought loads of islands?"
Rich Lady: "Quite so. You're nobody if you don't have at least twenty islands.
And some of them are a bit on the puny side, you know, only a palm tree and a few bare
rocks. They hardly count."
Interviewer: "I see. And what do you do with your islands, exactly?"
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Rich Lady: "Oh my dear, how sweet you are. I just love the working classes.
They are so refreshingly naYve. So charming. Is that your real hair color?"
We went on like this for hours. Another variation of this game was "Prissy
Lady." My sister, Esther, and I were famous for Prissy Lady. We could priss it up all
day. We put on lots of make-up, clompy heels (Granny had old black shoes that looked a
hundred years old), dresses from the dress-up hamper, costume jewelry from Great-Aunt
Maudie's colorful jewelry box full of gaudy fake gems, and doilies on our heads, and
went to town. If we felt ambitious, we made tea and set the table with our tiny tea set and
had hilarious tea parties.
Me: "Pass the crumpets, dearie."
Esther: "Indeed, indeed. And would you care for some tea with that?"
Me: "Quite so, quite so. Did you hear about Mrs. Snob-bottom? She was caught
shop-lifting toothpaste in the Walgreens just last Tuesday. Tsk tsk. Can you believe it?"
Esther: "Simply scandalous. You'd think if she was going to steal something, it
would be some decent clothing. Did you see how she was dressed at the Annual Prissy
Ladies' Triumphant Tea last month? Outrageous!"
Me: "Oh yes. Some people don't have the taste God gave a chicken."
Esther: "I couldn't agree more. One has to feel pity for those who don't know
how much of a fool they truly are. We, of course, are the height of fashion."
Me: "Absolutely, dahlin! More tea please. These tiny cups are so trying."
We tickled ourselves endlessly. I'm grinnil).g now, just thinking about it. We
may have been poor, but by golly, we were funny.
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"Dreams"
I dreamed a fern sprouted out ofmy right forearn1 while I was in the bathroom
in a restaurant. Back at the table, my family was waiting for me. I can't go out there, I
thought frantically. They'll see my fern. As I watched, a cat-tail sprang up from my
ferny arm jungle. Good Lord, I thought. I have to get out ofhere. I left the bathroom,
made a beeline for the front door, and went out into the cool night. I was on my own.
Music wound its way to my ears and I followed it. A band was playing and people were
sitting around listening. I blended easily into the crowd. No one noticed my fern. As I
listened to the band, I kept thinking I should go back into the restaurant. Surely my
family would be worried about me by now. But the music surrounded me and I sank into
it. I kept almost getting up, but then not. Finally, I stood up, and just then my family
walked out. Putting my arm behind my back, I smiled. They weren't in the mood for
music. I felt guilty for leaving them. They didn't seem to notice.
Ever since I was a small child, I've had dreams that come true. Because I have
kept journals since I could first write, I have a record ofthis, although it would take a
long time to go back through all the journals, because there are literally boxes ofthem.
There are two dreams that stand out in my mind. When I was very young, I dreamed
about a confluence of sounds and events: a dog barking, a chain link fence, and church
bells tolling. On one ofour early trips to Kansas to visit my Grandma and Granddad, we
passed through the small town of Victoria, not far from my Virginia home. As we came
around a curve in town, I heard a dog barking and church bells tolling just as we passed a
long chain link fence. I instantly remembered my dream and wondered about it. What
did it mean to dream something ahead oftime?
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When I was a little older, in grade-school, I dreamed I was exploring an old
c:lilapidated house with my friend Carrie. We made our way up to the top floor and the
floor was very mushy. Carrie opened the door to a small room-an old elevator, or a
closet, and I tried to tell her not to go into it, but I couldn't say the words fast enough, and
she stepped in, and fell through the rotted floorboards. I dashed over and looked down
through three stories of rotten floors, to where Carrie lay, dead in a pool of blood on the
concrete basement floor.
Shaken, I wrote this dream down in my journal, but didn't tell anyone about it. I
was afraid to say it out loud. Sometime after, Carrie and I were exploring a big old
abandoned hotel in the little community of Finchley, near where she lived. We were
writing a mystery story together, and needed details to make our story's setting realistic.
The hotel was a stick-built house, with a wide front porch. Some of the porch boards had
come loose and curled, nails sticking out. We carefully stepped �round the sprung planks
and walked through the unlocked front door. The hotel's windows were broken and birds
had roosted in the rooms, leaving white droppings on the sagging floors. Wallpaper hung
in tattered strips from the grimy walls. We went from room to room, making notes in our
little spiral-bound notebooks.
"Look at this cool velvet chair!" Carrie called from one room. It was one of the
few pieces of furniture remaining, the green velvet smooth when stroked one direction,
prickly and rough when stroked against the nap. The seat was torn open and light brown
stuffing poked out. Dust whirled slowly in the rooms, stirred for the first time in years.
As we made our way up to the top floor, a feeling of foreboding came over me,
but I couldn't remember why. When I saw Carrie heading for an old elevator on the
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other side of the room, I yelled for her to stop. I picked up a brick from a pile of rubble
on the floor and hefted it in my hand, an old brick, without the three holes modem bricks
have, and worn around the edges. It was solid, and I heaved it into the elevator. It went
right through the rotten floor and we dashed down several flights of stairs and saw it
shattered on the concrete basement floor. We hightailed it out of there and never went
back. I told her about my dream and she believed every word. I don't think I told
anyone else. I wasn't sure anyone would believe me. Being raised in a very no-nonsense
Christian family, I didn't expect anyone to take my mystical experience seriously.
I still have premonitory dreams occasionally. I dreamed about Abner eleven days
before he was conceived: I dreamed that in exactly eleven days, I would conceive a child
in the exact same moment as my friend Katie would conceive a child, and that our
babies' hearts would beat in rhythm throughout our pregnancies. Our babies would be
born within 24 hours of each other, but have different birthdays. It happened. Eleven
days after my dream (which I recorded in my dream journal), I conceived Abner and
Katie conceived Molly Belle. They were born on November 25 and November 26,
respectively. We call them soul brother and soul sister.
When I was very small, when we still lived at Granny's house (we lived there
until I was five, and then moved down the hill to Rocky Mill), I had a recurring
nightmare.
I'm walking down the long hall to Granny's big bathroom, the long windowless
hall with the big metal grate in the floor that heat comes through. I think alligators live
under that grate. In the daytime, I always step carefully over it, but now, I'm plodding
with maddening slowness toward the big bathroom, and I step right on the scary grate. I
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can't stop walking, and I'm terrified. Why are my feet still moving? Something awful is
waiting behind the door to the big bathroom and I don't want to see it, but I can't stop
myself from reaching out my hand to tum the doorknob. I watch my trembling hand, but
I can't stop it. As I tum the knob and begin to open the door, I wake up, sweaty and
breathing hard.
This happens night after night.· One night, as I prepare to go to sleep, I tell
myself: I can change this dream. And I do.
When I see my hand reaching out for the doorknob, instead of watching in
petrified silence, I grab the doorknob and yell, "There's no such thing as monsters! I'm
not scared!"
I throw the door open and there's a flash of bright light, and then all I see is the
normal inside of the big bathroom: the comforting tub, the scrubbed sink and the mirror
over it with the twin lights that bring out the bronze in my summer-darkened skin (I have
to stand on the footstool to see in the mirror), the humble toilet with the stack of Saturday

Evening Posts next to it, the window that looks out back to the wild plum trees and the
clothesline. I breathe a sigh of relief and wake up. I never have the nightmare again.
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"Forsythia: Three Movements"
I am forsythia: old and tangled up with honeysuckle vines that have run wild all
over me. The irises at my southern edge are done blooming now, in the heat of the
summer. The wild roses are in their glory, and my blooms are long gone, melted away in
the hot late spring air.
I am partially shaded by the grand old pecan tree, the granddaddy that was here
long before I was, and I'm grateful for his cool shade. The children love to climb his
thick branches and hide from each other. His bark is ringed with woodpecker holes, yet
he remains, sturdy, strong, patiently growing the smooth-skinned pecans. The children
climb up in him in the fall and shake his branches, making the nuts tumble down. They
gather them up and carry them over to the Worry Rock, where they carefully smash the
pecans with another smaller Smashing Rock. They pick out the meats and eat them,
saving some for pies, but mostly eating them right there in Granny's front yard. If they
happen to get some of the bitter rust-colored inner shell, they screw up their faces and
spit it out.
I love these children, these half-naked skinny youngins who come and play in the
cool shady caves offered by my arching branches. They have a whole system of tunnels
and rooms inside my sheltering boughs. Sometimes the oldest one will bring stacks of
books or old National Geographic magazines and a blanket and lie underneath me and
read all afternoon. I especially love it when she brings a little picnic in her Granny's old
picnic basket. There is nothing better than having a little girl eating peanut-butter-and
jelly sandwiches and apples underneath my leafy am1s. She often falls asleep, snoozing
away the heat of the day. And by far the most magical time is Com Shuckin Day, when
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the whole neighborhood gathers in the yard to shuck the com, which all seems to come in
at once. The uncles drive up with a pick-up truck load of com and back it up to the back
stoop, where they drop the tail-gate and the com comes spilling out. All the children help
shucking, and all day, everyone sits in the shade of the big old maple between the back
door and the Smoke House and they shuck and talk and sometimes they get to singing
songs.
The children feel special if they can use the knife to cut wormy parts off, because
the little ones aren't allowed to do this. You have to work up to it. Then knife-throwing
games break out, and before you know it, it's a party.
The oldest child, tall and lanky, carries pans of com into the kitchen, where the
women are busy cutting it off the cobs and canning it. Then she brings piles of com silks
over to me, and she lines the biggest cave with the silks. I have a floor of com silk once a
year. After all the hustle of the day, with the children eating raw com off the cob, out of
sheer happiness that there is enough com to do this, after everyone has eaten their fill of
freshly cooked com and sliced, salted, homegrown tomatoes, after everyone is resting in
the shade and picking the com silks out of their teeth, this is when the oldest child comes
to me and curls up on her magic carpet of silk and dreams.
*

Nothing better than sitting on the front porch with my cup of coffee, watching the
sun rise over tl1e forsythia bushes. All those youngins just don't know what they're
missing, sleeping half the morning away. Why, I just saw a deer grazing in the pasture
beyond the wild roses. She won't hang around long. Deer are dusk and dawn creatures.
By the time these sleepyheads come tumbling downstairs, the cool morning magic will be
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gone and it'll be nothing but hot. Lookythere. I see a bluebird perched in the forsythia.
Now isn't that pretty. I sure wish all the starlings would go on down the road and leave
us alone. They're always terrorizing everyone else. I reckon I need to clear that
honeysuckle off the forsythia, but I never seem to get to it. The days just get away from
me somehow. I intend to do this and that, and I only get to this; I never get to that. Oh
well. Sometimes I wish I had me a house in the woods with no road to it. Y'all go on
now, and leave me alone. Go on, you pesky birds. Shoot, I've scared off the deer. Well,
she'll be back. If the good Lord's willing, and the creek don't rise, I'll see her again
soon.
I need some more coffee, but I don't feel like getting up. Think I'll mosey over to
the forsythia. Hello, old friend. What's the news today? You're looking kinda rough
with all this dadburned honeysuckle. Let me help you out a bit here. Yessir. You look
like you be.en drug through a keyhole backwards. Shooeeeee. Look at all this mess. I
declare. You look like who shot Sadie. Great day in the morning, here's poison ivy!
This won't do. Youngin's runnin all around here, somebody's bound to catch it.
Dadblamed mess, reckon I'll have to go fetch my gloves. Shoot, my old back won't take
this foolishness.
All right, here we go, you rascal. Out you come. None of my grandbabies are
catching poison ivy from you, no sir. So long, sweet morning, I need to go take a little
Clorox bath so I don't catch the durn poison ivy. Y'all come back now, y'hear? That's
you, lil miss forsythia. Poison ivy and starlings: y'all stay gone.
*
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So much of my childhood is fresh and present in me. Yet when I cast my mind
back and reach for details, they sometimes elude me. This next story rose in my mind
whole, all of a piece, but I want to preface it by saying it seems to be a composite of.
many incidents, not one. Take it with a grain of salt. It is emotionally true, if not exact in
every detail.
I sit on the back stoop with the other grandkids, shucking com and listening to the
menfolks talk. They gripe about the lack of rain, worried that the rest of the later com
crop will wither up to nothing. This com we're shucking now is good sweet corn, and we
have enough for some of the winter, but not all. Spring can be a long ways off some
years. If the rest of the com withers away, we'll be eating other stuff more, like the good
curly kale that Mama plants in the late fall. I like kale with lots of onions and vinegar,
but my little brother won't touch it. He's picky. All he eats is apple sauce and hot dogs
and pork-n-beans. Great Aunt Maudie says one of these days he's gonna dry up and
blow away. I hope not. He's picky, but he's still my brother and I don't want him flying
out over the countryside. He belongs here on the ground with me. He hands me a pan of
shucked com and I carry it into the hot steamy kitchen, where Mama and all the
womenfolks are cutting com off the cobs and canning it in big Mason jars in the pressure
cooker on the stove. I don't linger in here because if I do, they'11 put me to work, and I'd
much rather help the menfolks. I hate being inside. I'd rather do anything outside,
anything at all, than be indoors. I scoot back out and hand my empty pan to Uncle
Tommy. Gathering up an armful of cornsilks, I carry them to the old forsythia bushes.
Once a year, I line the floor of my favorite forsythia cave with corn silks and then I lie
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there and read. I pretend I'm on a magic silk carpet. Anything is possible on my bed of
silk.
My cousin Hannah wanders over and sticks her head into my silk-lined cave.
"Hey, Beth, can I come in?" she asks.
"I don't know; that depends. Are you ready for the BMX test? I don't think
you're in the club yet... " I say, looking up at her face peering in.
"Aww Beth, do I really hafta do that? I hate jumping my bike. I don't even really
like riding it, much less jumping it," she says.
"Well, that's the deal. If you want into the neighborhood's only Boys Club, you
have to prove yourself," I say. I am the President of the Boys Club, and the fact that I am
a girl is something that everyone politely overlooks because I can wrestle them all to the
ground. Being the oldest only give:; me a slight advantage, since the next cousin after
me, Matt, isn't even a whole year younger. They come up faster and faster, and I have to
keep proving my dominance with endless games of strength and cunning. I can arm
wrestle them all down. I can tackle them all and take them to the ground in seconds. I
can out-run them, out-climb them, out-jump them, out-think them. I spelled down the
whole school when I was in first grade, and until they did something comparable to that,
there was no need for me to worry about being top dog. Here is sweet goody-goody
Hannah wanting to come into my silk cave. I'm not in the mood. I lay down the law.
"If you want in, you have to jump your BMX bike over the red cliffs, and you
have to have three witnesses. One of them has to be me. You let me know when you're
ready," I say, and yawn. "For now, I need a nap, so scoot."
She sighs and says, "All right, I'll do it."
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"Really? When?" I ask.
"How bout now? I'm tired of waiting," she says. Her younger sister, Julia, is
already in, and I guess it's getting on Hannah's nerves.
"Call the cousins up and let's go," I say. We ride our bikes over to Hannah's
house, where there are red dirt cliffs by the road, where the rainwater washes out chunks
of earth next to the ditch. The key is to get up enough speed as you approach the three
foot drop-off so that you sail over the ditch into the road. We had all passed the test
months ago, pumping our legs furiously to gain enough momentum to clear the ditch.
Hannah circles her driveway and rides up to the cliffs, then balks at the last minute.
"Hannah," I say, exasperated. "You have to just go for it. You can't dawdle.
Come on now, you can do it."
She circles again, tense, her lips pressed tight together, her hands gripping the
pink hand-grips on her handlebars so tightly that her knuckles are white. As she gains
speed, she seems to simultaneously pull back. When she reaches the top of the cliffs,
she's going plenty fast, but she leans back so much that the bike sort of stalls in mid-air.
We watch in fascinated horror as her front tire dips down and hits the ditch, vaulting her
over the handlebars into the road. She plants her face right in the gravel, screaming and
flailing. We all run over to where she lies, bloody and sobbing.
"I knew I couldn't do it," she cries. "I knew it! Why did you make me?"
"Shhhh come on now, girlie, let's get you up," I say, trying to soothe her.
"Lemme take a look." I peer at her scraped up face. It looks bad, and it makes me feel a
little light-headed. I know what's coming next: trouble for me. As the oldest, whenever
anyone gets hurt, it's always my fault. I think fast.
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"Tell you what. You win the prize for bravery and spunk, and even though you
didn't pass the test exactly, you still win. How bout we let you take a little rest in the silk
cave? But we have to go the secret passage way, since you're new at it. Okay?" I look
at her, hoping she will stop blubbering and go for it. IfI can get her into the cave, then I
can fetch some peroxide and band-aids and patch her up without anyone seeing.
She sniffles and says, "I can go in? Now? Really?"
"Yes. You're an honorary member, because you're so darn plucky. Pippi
Longstocking would be proud ofyou. Can you ride that bike back to Granny's?" I ask.
She looks back at the ditch, where her bike lies sprawled.
"I reckon so. Thanks for letting me in, Beth. I can't wait to lie down in the silk
cave," she says, cheering up.
I wave at the other cousins, calling, "She's all right, y'all. Just a little scrape. It's
her warrior mark. Hey, how about that? She has a Warrior Mark now! I think we all
need our own Warrior Marks. We'll have to work on that. Okay this is the plan: we're
going the back way, by the Spring House, through the cow pasture, and into the back of
the silk cave. Everybody got it? Good. Let's go." After cleaning her up, we would deal
with her new membership status later. We would hold a swearing-in ceremony in the old
Chicken House, and it was going to be fun. Hannah passed the BMX test, but how about
the Arm Wrestling test? Well, maybe we would let her slide on that for now, considering
her Warrior Marks.
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"Disasters"
My friend Aaron was such a prankster. He was my age, probably around ten at
the time of this accident, and we were both the oldest of our clans. We were constantly
goofing off, and sometimes it caught up with us. I remember the day Aaron broke his leg
at the Prestwould Pool, a small, members-only community pool about half an hour by car
from our houses. The pool was light blue, with a square deep end and a long, rectangular
shallow end, where most of the kids hung out.

We swim and then run up to the outbuilding to use the bathroom ("Keep the 'P'
out of our 'OOL' !") and get Grape Fantas from the drink machine. Our moms sit on the
poolside, talking and watching the kids. Mama wears a brown one-piece bathing suit and
has short, wavy, dark brown hair and kind blue eyes. She squints into the sunlight,
watching everything. After our mouths are purple from the sweet sticky soda, we hop
back in the pool.
We are bored with the usual swimming games, so we invent a new one: most
unusual diving board stunts.
We start out with cannonballs and flips, and then Aaron says, "Watch this." He
walks with his eyes shut backwards on the diving board, jumps in the air a foot too soon,
and comes down with a sickening crack on the end of the board. He sinks like a stone to
the bottom of the pool. He doesn't come up. I know my Mama was a lifeguard in
college, but I have never seen her in action before, so I am floored when she dives into
the pool, scoops Aaron up in her arms, and brings him to the surface. His head breaks
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through the water; he is turning blue. Maybe that's why he sank: he was screaming
underwater and swallowing lungfuls.
Mama lays him out on the concrete by the pool and does CPR on Aaron until he
vomits a bunch of pool water and starts to breathe again. I am less interested in that
business than I am in his leg: the bone is sticking right out of his skin. There is red blood
and white, white bone. We wait with him in the white hot summer sun on the white hot
concrete until the ambulance comes and takes him away.

*
Out behind Uncle Tommy and Aunt Sandra's house is the rye field. I guess Uncle
Tommy sowed rye for the birds, but I'm not really sure. I remember him talking about
watching the mating dance of the woodcock. At dusk in February, the male woodcock
puts on a show for the benefit of the female, who must be somewhere nearby. He makes
his raspy call and takes off flying in wide spirals up into the air, so high he is a black
speck in the sky, singing his song way up in the air. Then he dives down, fast. By the
time he gets back to where you can see him, he's going so fast you think he will dive
right into the field and crash, but he doesn't. At the last second, he banks, pulls up, and
repeats the breathless ritual. It's wildly beautiful.
Nowadays we only use the rye field for bird watching and shooting skeet, but
back when we were kids, we had a go-cart track around the field and we rode like bats
out of Hades through the rye. Before the go-cart track, the rye field was where the
Boswell boys (Matthew, John Isaac, and Joseph) practiced driving. One time, John Isaac
was about twelve and he was driving the old brown station wagon around the rye field,
practicing stick shift. He got to fiddlin' with the radio, and soon he was driving bigger
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and bigger circles, searching for a good station, until he drove right into the corner of the
barn. That was the end of his rye field driving for a while.
We ragged on him for this for years. When out shooting BB guns, somebody
would have bad aim and one of us would yell, "You couldn't hit the broad side of a
barn!" Somebody else would invariably pipe up, "John Isaac could!"
*

We were always getting into something. Once I ate battery acid. I was so little I
don't remember much, except it looked like chocolate, so I ate it. When my frantic
Mama asked me why on earth I ate it, while she dialed the Poison Control Center, I said
something along the lines of "It looked yummy."
One time Matthew was splitting firewood and instead of bringing the ax up over
one shoulder like you're supposed to, he brought it straight up over his head and cracked
his skull. There was an amazing amount of blood. We joked on him about that too
"You haven't been right since the day you split your skull instead of that log!"
Speaking of skulls, we had a crazy neighbor who moved into the Green House
after the Levins (Uncle David, Aunt Cora, Hannah, Julia, and Ezra) moved to
Pennsylvania. This guy, whose name escapes me now, was not the sharpest knife in the
drawer. He somehow managed to shoot himself in the head with a nail gun, and he
brought the x-ray over to Granny's house one day to show us. First of all, we couldn't
figure out how he even did it, and secondly, why on earth would you show the evidence
of your stupidity to other people? But there it was, in black and white: his stark skull,
with a long nail embedded in it.
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"It's still there," he told us proudly. "Doctor said if they take it out, it could kill
me."
We looked at him in disbelief. There was a nail in his brain? We concluded there
must not have been much going on inside his skull to begin with, because he didn't seem
any different than before.
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"Fear"
My biggest childhood fear was a guy whom I will call Walter Lyons. He was an
older boy who rode the bus with me to school, and he terrorized me most every day. I
used to pray he would leave me alone, and some days he did, but usually he would pull
my brown braids and call me "String Bean" and make fun of me for reading all the time.
"You always got your nose in a book. Smarty-pants, smarty-pants, Bethy is a smarty
pants!" he would shout. I was skinny and too tall and smart and I wore big round brown
glasses, so I guess I was a prime target for bullying. Second only to Walter was someone
I'll call Tamara Smith. She was merciless. She also mocked me for my smarts, and
made me wish I was dumb as a doorknob. If only I could blend in! If only I were
tougher, less fun to pick on. All my bravado, so effective among my cousins, evaporated
in the face of real bullies. I remember tackling a boy I'll name Simon, for picking on me,
and thumping him on the dusty playground. But he wasn't as mean as Tamara and
Walter. I think Simon secretly liked me, and was looking for a reason to get a rise out of
me. Not so for Tamara. She made me almost throw up one time with a disgusting story
about a boy who was forced to eat his older brother's poop. I spent that entire bus ride
gagging at the thought. Public humiliation was my worst fear, and it was embodied in
Tamara and Walter, those mean, mean kids. Now Tamara works at the glass factory in
town, a hot nasty job, and Walter has lost most of his teeth. He goes through bouts of
crack addiction, and his teeth show it. He is a famous drunk. His poor mom told me
some years back, "Walter likes to enjoy his life."
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"Backyard Stew"
I think the most important food from my childhood is Brunswick Stew. Here in
Southside Virginia, we still make Brunswick Stew every fall in big black stew pots in our
backyards. I grew up calling it Backyard Stew, and once I reached adulthood and moved
back home, I found out everyone else makes "our" backyard stew as well, and they call it
Brunswick Stew. Apparently there is quite a rivalry between Brunswick, Virginia (not
far from my home) and Brunswick, Georgia. Both places lay claim to the origins of this
stew, and folks from both places swear their stew is superior. As far as I was concerned,
we invented this delicious and magical stew.

We are up early on this cool November morning, and it's still dark. Granny has
sent me to fetch kindling for the stew fire, and I'm poking around at the edge of the
woods, looking for small dry sticks. I find a dead cedar tree and peel away the papery
outer bark. This is perfect tinder; I stick it in my pocket. Snapping off some dead twigs,
I smell the warm earthy cedar scent. Our fire will smell good from the very start.
Granny smiles when I show her my kindling, and we build a little fire together near the
pecan tree, but far enough away that leaping flames won't damage the tree limbs. When
the fire has a nice bed of coals, we put the big, old, black stew pot on top of it, propped
up on the andirons from the fireplace in the living room.
We start out with salted water and chicken, and since it's been a good hunting
season so far, we have venison, squirrel, and rabbit to add. After the meat is good and
done, we fish the bones out (we never get all the bones, which means spitting out bones
later when we eat the stew). Then we put in all the vegetables from our garden:-corn cut
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off the cob, tomatoes (blanched, skins removed), diced potatoes, lima beans, okra,
carrots, and onions. A stick of real butter goes into the pot, along with lots of black
pepper. Granny lets me tip the containers carefully, dumping in the veggies and pepper.
The other cousins are scampering around, flapping their arms to stay warm and diving
into the leaf piles we raked up yesterday.
We stir the simmering pot all day long with a big long wooden paddle. Once the
vegetables are cooked, the stew thickens up fast, so it's important to stir the pot
constantly. One lapse can mean burning the stew and ruining it. We chilluns are the
primary stew-stirrers, and we take the job seriously. The other job is to keep an eye on
the fire and make sure it's still going, but not blazing so high that it threatens to burn the
stew. Of course, we are always fishing things out of the stew, like falling leaves, twigs,
and pecans. Granny says this is nature's seasoning, so if we miss something, it's okay.
There's lots of singing and story-telling while we make our stews. Uncle Tommy
pulls out his guitar and sits next to the fire, and he picks some tunes and sings. We chime
in, and Uncle David gets his mandolin and Dad tunes up the old banjo. We sing endless
verses of old mountain songs, to while away the hours. My favorite is "Shady Grove":
"Shady Grove, my little love,
Shady Grove, I say,
Shady Grove, my little love,
Bound to go away."
I stir the stew in time with the music and sing ham1ony with Uncle Tommy.
When he forgets a verse, I chime in with the opening line: "Wish I had a big white horse .
. . " I can remember anything put to music.
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The best part of Stew Day is eating the stew with hot sauce and bread. The stew
is thick, orange (from the tomatoes), chunky, smoky, meaty, and delicious. It's so thick
you can pile it on the bread without making the bread soggy. At the kid's table, we have
a hot sauce contest: whoever can put the most drops of Tabasco in their stew and eat the
whole bowl wins. Dipping the bread into the stew helps, but there are always bowls that
go unfinished because some cousin oversteps his bounds and can't make it through the
final bites. I win today, with forty-seven drops of hot sauce. My lips are bright red,
burning from the spice, but I don't care.
We eat whole wheat bread with our stew because our mothers are so attentive
about nutrition. The first time I had stew made at my second cousins' house, I was
slightly awed when they got to eat white bread with their stew. Secretly, I liked it better.
It's a better vehicle for the stew, and you can eat a lot more of it. Whole wheat bread fills
me up quicker. White bread is exotic and forbidden, along with candy, chips, sugary
cereals, and junk food in general. We are not Kool-Aid kids; we drink Juicy Juice and
milk, which is the only thing that'll cut the burn of too much hot sauce.
We kids line up in front of the sink and wash, rinse, and dry the stew bowls. I
love rinsing because that's the Quality Control Station. If the washer misses a bit of
food, I get to hold up the offending dish and yell, "Quality Control!" Dry ing is fun too
because it's a task that requires skill and cunning. We Boswells are proud of our ability
to stack a dish-rack full of dishes, and of course the more carefully you stack, the more
dishes you can pile up, 'til you have a veritable mountain of drying dishes and a
minimum of dishes you actually have to dry with a towel. Washing has its own delights:
plunging your hands into soapy hot water, checking out which dishes sink and which
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swim, turning a glass upside-down and watching the air bubble caught in it as you slowly
plunge it into the water-a culinary diving bell. ..
Stew was just one way that our families made sure we had nutritious food to eat,
even in the middle of winter when all the fresh food was gone. We canned, preserved,
and stewed everything. We would dish the stew into qua11 containers to cool, before
packing it away in our chest freezers for the winter. There was enough stew for all the
neighborhood families, even after we all feasted on Stew Day.
If I have nothing else on my deathbed, I hope I have a big steaming bowl of
Backyard Stew, with lots of hot sauce and some good whole wheat bread to dip in it.
And I hope there's some homemade blackberry cobbler for dessert.
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"Home Again"
Once when I was a little girl, I made a bed in the woods of fallen tree logs and I
lined it with soft moss. I spent all afternoon running around the woods, gathering moss
for my forest bed. I knew if I gathered too much in one spot, it would have a hard time
regenerating. I'm not sure how I knew this, but I did. Carefully, gently, I tucked
handfuls of moss into my bed: star moss, with its tiny blooming stars, velvety emerald
moss, shaggy moss, ferny moss, even the crunchy, prickly moss for the corners. I had
cleared the leaves from the ground under my bed, so the moss could "take." Every day, I
watered my living bed. One night, I talked Mama into letting me sleep in my magic moss
bed. It was a warm summer night, so I didn't need blankets. All I took was my
flashlight, a book, and my dog, Freckles. I think I was reading a book about a girl who
had a tree house inside a hollow tree-not Pippi Longstocking. It was a darker book.
There were scary things in the house and she hid in the tree. I read myself to sleep, with
Freckles curled up next to me. The fireflies twinkled in the dark and far overhead, the
stars shone down, untroubled and free.
Home is this whole neighborhood, where I grew up, where family is slowly
returning. Mom and Dad live right up the hill now, so Abner can walk up and see his
grandparents whenever he wants. Yesterday, he walked up the hill and worked on his
book report all afternoon on their computer. He told me he works best with lots of
background noise: people around, the television on, conversation. The Richmond NPR
was down and we were lost without it at my house. The radio is always on, and the
silence was unnerving. Abner couldn't take it, so he trotted up the hill to write.
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Whatever was wrong has been fixed, and classical music is playing now in my living
room. Ginji, our cockatiel, is chirping along with the violins.
Uncle John and Aunt Becky moved into Granny's house two summers ago.
They are fixing it up and taking good care of the land too: it's blooming again. The
house has a fresh coat of paint (at least the front side does, which was hurriedly done in
time for our wedding, which took place last summer under the old pecan tree in Granny's
front yard). There's an external woodstove that heats the house now, and the
neighborhood log-splitter (that Volker bought after exactly one day of chopping wood the
old-fashioned way) stays in the shed at Granny's. We chopped all our firewood my
whole life, so this twenty-two-ton log-splitter is our favorite contraption. Ever.
Uncle Tommy and Aunt Sandra are still down the road, where they've been
since my childhood. They were the anchor that held down the fort when everyone else
moved away. First the Levins moved to Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and then a few years
after they left, we moved there too, when I was thirteen. I remember we had a going
away party and Matthew made me laugh so hard, Sprite came out of my nose. I wish I
could remember what he said that made me laugh so explosively.
I hated to leave. I wrote a love letter about our house and left it for the next
inhabitants. When we moved, we didn't have any renters lined up because we moved so
quickly. Dad got a job and we moved within a few days. It was a mad rush. Our whole
lives changed, almost overnight. I left my hand-written letter about how to take care of
the house in the basement. I reasoned that the renters would have to go down there first
to turn on the water. I wish I had a copy of it. Who knows if anyone actually read it. All
I remember is this: I felt such a longing for the house, and all the land around it, the
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creek, my Granny, all my cousins, and the woods. Somehow I knew this move was a
turning point, a line that once crossed, I couldn't cross back over. And I was right in a
sense. In Pennsylvania, I lost my Southern drawl pretty quickly because the Yankee kids
teased me so mercilessly. Already at an awkward stage, the teasing increased my self
consciousness and insecurity. I unconsciously changed my speech patterns to fit in, but
then when we came home, I no longer fit in here either. My cousins accused me of being
a "damn Yankee" and they were right: I did sound like one. I was damned either way.
Martha Graham said, "There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening,
that is translated through you into action, and because there is only one of you in all time,
this expression is unique. And if you block it, it will never exist through any other
medium and will be lost." My love letter to the house may be lost, but this collection of
stories that I write now is anothe.r kind of love letter. As a child, I fell in love with the
people of my home, with the land and the river, the plants and wildlife of my youth. I not
only had to come home, I had to try to recapture this letter of love.
My friend Mary's mother said, "You spend the first half of your life trying to
get away from home and the second half trying to get back." I did come back, but home
is different. When we moved away, Chase City, the closest town, had only one stoplight
and no crime to speak of. When we came back eleven years later, there was only one
additional stoplight, but lots of crime. Drugs had moved in when industry moved out; the
shoe factory, the shirt factory, and the blue jeans facto1y were all shuttered, and crack
ruled. The area had sunk further into economic depression. People were desperate.
Drugs gave the illusion of escape.
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Out here in the country, it's still quiet, though. We still play in the woods and
swim in the river. I love swimming in the river. The cool dark water is refreshing on a
hot summer day. I love all the creatures that live in the river-the crawdads that lie like
red jewels on the river bottom until you startle them and then they scoot backwards in a
brown cloud of stirred up river silt and disappear into their watery dens. I love the water
skeeters, the bugs that skate across the surface of the river on splayed legs, their tiny feet
so delicate they don't pierce the skin of the water.
Living near the river has made me acutely aware of the possibility of drowning,
but one time I wasn't quite diligent enough. When Abner was four, we were picnicking
down by the lake in Occoneechee State Park with our friends Jim and Carri and their
three boys. We let the boys go down to the lake while we quickly put the food away,
with strict instructions to stay out of the water. I was no more than one minute behind
Abner and he had followed one of the boys out into the lake-all I could see were his
blonde curls floating on the surface of the dark lake. I ran into the water, shoes, clothes
and all, and snatched him up. He was gasping and crying and spitting out water and I
carried him to shore, patting him on his little back and hugging him tightly. I cried too,
feeling like a bad mom, shaken at what had almost happened, I cried and cried and Carri
comforted me, telling me I was a good mama. We sat in the shallow water at the lake's
edge and made mud masks for ourselves and our boys from the lake mud. Our skin felt
smooth and soft after we washed the mud away. That same week, I enrolled Abner in
swimming lessons at the local YMCA and he quickly progressed from tadpole to shark,
in only one month.
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We have a bonfire pit in the yard, where we make fires whenever we like and
roast marshmallows. Fire is entertainment in the country. We love pulling out our
camping chairs and sitting around the fire and shooting the breeze. Sometimes we drink
beer and I'll make hot apple cider or hot chocolate for Abner and his friends. Roasting
hot-dogs or brats over the fire is fun too, but you have to guard your food carefully or the
cats or dogs will nab it.
Abner's old sandbox (which was the sandbox we played in as children) has
been turned into a basil garden. Every summer we plant lots of basil there, and then
make pesto out of it. I have a whole shelf in my fridge with jars of pesto, waiting to be
eaten. An old tractor tire holds a small herb garden in our front yard: Echinacea,
rosemary, and day lilies bloom there. Every year, we plant more trees and flowers. I
transplanted some of Granny's lilacs by my old well-house out back, and they spread a
little bit every year. Wild roses climb all over the front of the well-house, and comfrey,
soapwort, mint, and Jerusalem artichokes grow all around it. I have_ perennial oregano,
parsley, bee balm, yucca, butterfly bush, strawberries, sage, thyme, and more Jerusalem
artichokes and mint growing on the south side of the house-when I wash dishes, I look
out my southern kitchen window and see everything blooming.
I love our old apple tree, half-dead, nearly gone. It's time to prune it, to cut it
with love. Apples have stars in their centers. They grow from starry flowers into crisp,
bright fruit. The plums at Granny's house have grown wild; every year more plum trees
spring up along the fence-line. The tiny tart fruits ripen in June and when they fall to the
ground and hide in the tall grass, then it's time to eat them. I remember little Abner
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asking me if we could go out back and look for "Sweet and juicy pwums." He loved
finding and eating them. Ifl let him eat too many at once, he'd get diarrhea.
There's a hill that rises by the creek near the river and a fallen tree stretches out
from the hill-top, caught in the arms of another tree a dozen feet away. You can sit on
this tree bridge if you're brave. It is strong enough to hold you, but it narrows as it goes,
and by the time you get to the supporting tree, you wonder if it'll hold. We had a husky
named Maia who loved to walk in the woods with us and one time, she walked out onto
this tree bridge, looked down, and froze. Too scared to tum around, she stood there
trembling and started to howl. Abner and I stood on the hill and encouraged her to come
back to us, but she was terrified. She couldn't tum around because the tree was so
narrow, and she didn't think to simply back up. I told Abner to wait with her while I
went for a ladder, because I didn't know if the tree was strong enough to hold Maia and
me too. While I was hiking back to the house for the ladder, Abner inched out onto the
tree and carefully got close enough to Maia to pet her and calm her down. Then he got
hold of her collar and gently pulled her back to the hill. By the time I returned with the
ladder, Abner and Maia were playing down by the river. I told Abner I was happy he had
solved the problem, but what if he had fallen off the tree while trying to help Maia?
"Don't worry, Mama, I wasn't going to fall," he said. He was braver than I
was.
When Abner was three, there was no Story Hour at the Chase City Library, so I
volunteered to create one. Every Tuesday, I read stories to local preschool-age children,
and then we did a craft afterwards and had a snack. Soon other Moms began to volunteer
too, and it became a group effort. We formed friendships and organized field trips,
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picnics, and play-dates for our children. There was no public playground in our town, so
we raised thousands of dollars and built one. By the time it was finished, many of our
children were past the age of wanting to play on it, but that's all right. It's there for the
next generation, and it's really lovely.
Home is here, in this house, old Rocky Mill. Home is the home of my
childhood, this lovely old house. Home is my big soft comfy bed with my cozy feather
comforter and my big Indian blanket on top and my white wicker raggedy bookshelf in
the comer, loaded with books waiting to be read-leisure books, fun books. Home is
romping down the road with my sweet dogs, Mongrel, Lobo, and Pumpkin, in the early
mornings, scaring up rabbits and goofing off and admiring the new mushrooms that just
sprang up last night. Home is my old wooden table in my living room where we play
cards and Settlers of Catan until four a.m. with visiting cousins and drink beer and eat
party mix. H9me is our river, cool and rocky, speckled with autumn leaves, shady on a
hot summer day, where we skinny-dip and search for arrowheads and eat wild grapes and
watch the seasons march by, and watch all the blooming, dying, gorgeous wildflowers.
We collect driftwood. We play with the kittens that follow us down there. We revel in
the fresh crisp air, the roar of the rushing river, the smell of autumn leaves, the tangy taste
of wild grapes, the seductive touch of velvety moss on bare skin. This is home.
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